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CHAPTER I Il^TTRODUCTION
Throughout the history of the secondary school, we
find little Importance ascribed to drama until recent
years. No doubt, the reason for this was that drama
was frowned upon as being theatrical. Only during the
last decade or so have school authorities recognized
drama as educational. We find this statement In a book
(1)
published by Miss Elnora Curtis In 1914, "The drama-
tic Instinct In children, so long Ignored, Is Just begin
nlng to reveal Its potentialities." Kenneth MacGowan,
In a book which Is one of the most Important recent con-
(2)
trlbutlons to the field of drama, tells us, "Drama
Is a very new thing In the high schools. It Is the pro-
duct of the past six or seven years and has grown with
Immense speed. All this Is the conscious and reasoned
product of a belief on the part of educators that the
study of the active theater Is an Invaluable factor in
the educational process, that It develops personal and
social qualities of the utmost values."
1. The Dramatic Instinct in Education—Elnora
Whitman Curtis—Foreword.
2. Footl lprhts Across America— Kenneth MacGowan,
p. 169.

The formal Introduction of drama In secondary
schools so met with the approval of such educators as
John Dewey, Francis Parker, and William H. Kllpatrlck
that they commended the schools, saying that education
which concentrated altogether on the mind could not be
a full and complete education; that It was vitally neces-
sary to develop the child's self expression, a result
which drama Is peculiarly fitted to accomplish.
As distinguished an educator as Dr. Henry Curtis
(3)
has written, "The world today Is faced with a new
need. 'Ne have gone from a seventy-two hour week to a
forty-four hour week In half a century We have
scarcely begun to train for this leisure.... What
better recreation could we offer to the public than a
worthy type of drama through amateur and professional
players under the direction of our educational author-
ities?"
To prevent any possible misunderstanding. It Is
necessary that we realize just what educational drama-
tics and Its related terms Imply.
3. The Drama In Education—Dr. Henry S. Curtis,
Schools and Society, June 22, 1929; p. 797.
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EDUCATIONAL DRAIiATICS
The Drama League of America describee educational
(A)
plays as follows:
1. "They should tie acceptable as literature, cor-
rect in their historical settings and subject matter, and
true In their reflection of the customs and manners of any
period, or In their treatment of mythological and legend-
ary subjects."
2. Their moral tone should be wholesome and pure.
3. They should be free from strained situations and
false sentiment and passion.
4. They should present situations and emotions such
as can be comprehended and Imagined by the pupil-actor.
5. They should be interesting to both actors and
audience; that is, they should make a strong appeal to
human sympathy whether they are comic or tragic,"
"Educational dramatics is dramatic exoression which
(5)
comes from within, rather than the imitative expression."
"students must be given the opportunity to create
productions. They should design and build all their own
scenery and costumes; they should experiment with that
most wonderful of all dramatic mediums, light, they should
4. Dramatics for School and Community—Claude
Merton Wise, p. 62.
5. Creative Dramatics- -Winifred Ward, p. 3.

4try out their own Ideas of stage and business management..
...Play production of this sort is the synthesis of all
arts and crafts; it invokes group activity of a peculiar-
(6)
ly socialized sort; it is educational in its truest sense."
Sir Harry Jackson of the Birmingham Repertory Theatre,
London, said, "As an instrument of educational drama, always
supposing that education means a knowledge of leading a
life best calculated to help the community, stands alone
(7)
without rival."
MiSB Constance Smedley maintains, "Drama is an effec-
tive Instrument of education only as it direct thought
away from personal emotions, opinions, and photographic
mimicry of the trivial and unessential in life, to the
fundamental laws which make for beauty, order, and har-
mony in life, whether by bringing out the failures con-
sequent on unobservance of the laws, or the effects of
their observance." The authors of this book add, "We
consider that plays possessing qualities other than those
which she regards as essential can be of great value in
(8)
the development of the individual."
Oliver Hinsdell, one of the foremost Little Theatre
Organizers, holds that, "The purpose of education is to
6. Creative ExDre3Sion--Equipment for a Pro-
gressive-School Theatre, Milton Smith; p. 314.
7. The Drama in Adult Education—p. 6.
8. The Drama in Adult Education--p. l60, par. 376.
I
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develop certain mental attitudes, desirable tastes,
habits, and Ideas. It Is not always necessary; Indeed,
It Is often advisable not to let your audience suspect
(9)
that they are being educated."
To go directly from a theatre organizer to a
school educator, William M, Davidson, Superintendent
(10)
of the Pittsburgh Public Schools, we find almost
a similar definition, "Drama Is much more than a school
subject; It Is a manifestation of life and character.
It Is commonplace of pedagogy that education means the
development of the mind, the body, the emotions, and the
Instincts. Drama, as a means of such a development, seems
to me one of the most Important factors In modern edu-
cation."
In 1923 A^r. Joseph H. Benner defined drama as "an In-
(11)
trlnslc subject matter, and goes on to say, "in dra-
matics the mind melts elements which act upon It In such
ways as create the highest educational results." 'Me see
that this differs not from the more elaborate definitions
of today.
And now let us consider the all Important renort of
(12)
the Commuttee on Teaching of English in London, England,
9 . Selectlnp: a Flay for Little Theatre Audiences -
-
Oliver Hlnsdell, Theatre Magazine, Nov. 1928, p. 51.
10 . Short Plays from American History and Litera-
ture—Olive Price, Foreword, p. xll.
11. Dramatics as a Factor In Education—J. H.
Benner, Education, Dec. 1923, p. 229.
12. Emerson Quarterly , March 1929.
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"If It is considered necessary to offer a defense of
dramatic performance as a part of education, we may
say that drama Is an ancient and honored form of litera-
ture that has enlisted the powers of the greatest poets
and afforded rational delight to a hundred generations
of civilized beings. The sooner the child becomes
familiar with the best form of theatrical amusement
the less likely is he to be permanently attracted by
the worst."
Let us conclude our definitions of educational
dramatics with a simple, effective line of Winifred
(13)
Ward's. "What is educational dramatics? Any drama-
tic study which has as its object the developaient of an
individual, rather than the entertainment of an audience
is educational."
EXPERIlffiNTATIOlI
Educational dramatics is so new in the secondary
schools that It is still in the experimental stages.
Experimentation Includes courses in drama in secondary
schools, courses in stagecraft, creative work, and stage
lighting, etc.; pageantry, tournaments, and plays suitable
13. The I'iext Act in Children's Dramatics--The
Drama, February 1927, p. 1^7.

7for secondary schools.
Mr, Burrell says, "Each year sees a closer correlat-
ion with academic courses and v/ith credit given. History
and theory of drama are supplemented by workshop and lab-
oratory methods. New school buildings are being equip-
ped with modern stages and adequate physical facilities
for scenery and lighting. .. .Those directing the drama-
tizations of story and history, drama clubs, class plays,
and other dramatic activities are conscious of the need
of discriminating selection of material for various
grades and ages and new approved methods of rehearsing
(14)
and producing." This quotation Is of utmost import-
ance, considering that it v/as written in 1922 when drama
was being newly introduced into schools.
Claude Merton Wise, in 1923 wrote, "The acted drama
Is an art of immediate actuallty--its appeal is that of
flesh and blood, of visible, audible, reality. Between
the actor and the auditor is no retarding medium, no dif-
ficult convention to become accustomed to, no bar, there-
fore, to instantaneous appreciation. Whereas one must
develop a certain type of cultural background for the
understanding and enjoyment of the other arts, one may
14. Community Dramatic Activities—Ethel Armes,
Theatre Llagazine, June 1922.

understand and en.Joy the drajia without long cultivation
of taste, because the drania deals In the primal entitles
of human speech, human action, and human emotion
These considerations may account for the continual ex-
(15)
perlmentatlon of novices In dramatic composition."
Following Is a quotation from The American Theatre
in School and Educationa l Life ; "Developing an audience
to share in creative experiment is one of the most worth-
(16)
while adventures in theatre making."
Kenneth MacGowan is an authority who cannot be
overlooked. "And in the schools, literally hundreds of
thousands of boys and girls are getting a critical and
spiritual acquaintance with the drama in an age when we used
to see only a few plays a year. It is very new and very
experimental—this training for leisure; but it is grov^ing
(17)
fast and growing surely."
(18)
Mr. Merrill and Miss Fleming, in their play-book
say, "The drama, to be truly understood and appreciated,
must be studied as one studies drawing or chemlstry--by
the laboratory method. As one comes to appreciate the
laws of perspective through his own attempts to execute
a drawing, and as through actual performance of chemical
15. Dramatics for School and Comaunlty , p. 66.
16. Edith J. R. Isaacs, p. 39.
17. Footlights Across America , p. 192.
18. Play Making and Plays , 1930, p. 31.

9experiments one comprehends the science of chemical
action, so one can beat acquire dramatic appreciation
by participation In the actual making of a play, by
dramatizing some part of a great piece of literature,
and by producing some play of worth."
CREATIVE DRAMATICS
"The Term, 'Creative Dramatics' has grown up to
distinguish original dramatic work from the old formal
(19)
study of ready-made plays."
Hugh Mearns opens the most significant current
(20)
book of creative work with an article called. The
Creative Spirit and Its Significance for Education."
This is a quotation giving what he considers creative
expression to be, "Outwardly it is harmony; a unity of
eye, hand, bodily muscles, mind, and a concentration
upon the object of desire that sets the world aside.,
,
...There is the closest association between the thing
conceived as worthy to be done and the media necessary."
"Education is at last learning to use the natural cre-
ative impulses. At present it is experimenting, and
the results are good; it has no assured technique as
19, Creative Dramatics—Winifred '.Vard, p. 3.
20, Creative Expression—John Day Co; pages 14 and 18.

yet, "but the beginnings are In sight."
DRAMTIZATION
Simons and Orr describe five types of dramatization:
1. "Dramatic dialogue, dealing with separate situ-
ations making no attempt to present a dramatic unit.
2. Various situations chosen from the classics, com-
bined in such a way as to form a single dramatic unit with
a well defined climax.
3. Use the whole story.
4. The whole plot, through the selection from the
novel of leading scenes which are knit together by means
of a new character, acting as a kind of chorus.
5. The dramatic reading visualized through the
(19)
tableau or living-picture representation of the text."
"Dramatization is the very heart of creative drama-
(20)
tics."
"Dramatization offers enjoyment— ...Dramatization has
social values .. .Dramatization presents real educational
advantages ... It promotes culture, stimulates the intellect,
(21)
and awakens the emotions."
It should be of interest to note the nature of, and
19. Dramatization—Simons-Orr, p. 14,
20. Creative Dramatics—Winifred Ward, p. 30.
21. The Value of Drama in the Junior High Schoo l
—
Helen F. Erenna, Master's Thesis, pages 8, 11, and 14.
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the contributions made to, the drama through creative
experimentation during the past ten years.

CHAPTER II CREATIVE DRA21ATICS
"Students must be given the opportunity to create
a production. They should design their own scenery
and costumes; they should experiment with that most
wonderful of all dramatic mediums, light; they should
try out their Ideas of stage and business management."
"Play production of this sort Is a synthesis of all the
arts and crafts; it Involves group activity of a
peculiarly socialized sort; it is educational in the
(1)
truest sense."
Notwithstanding the above statement of Mr. Smith's,
we must recognize the need of a guiding force in the
form of a teacher. It is she from whom the students
usually get their first enthusiasm to make something
worthwhile of their own. Of course, as Rachel A. Coop:le
(2)
states,
"No teacher is directly responsible for outstand-
ing creative work on the part of his pupils.... At his
best, he is only a catalytic agent to bring about
desired results."
1, Creative Expression— "Equipment for a Pro-
gressive-School Theatre", Milton Smith, pages 314-18.
2. Creative Expre33lon--"Creatlve Expression Through
Literature", p. 183.
II
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There are several methods of creative work In
dramatics which we will consider here. Dramatization,
Original Playwrltlng, Model Construction, Marionettes,
Puppets, Creative work In costumln/x, scenery and light-
ing are discussed in detail in other chapters.
Dramatizing stories is one of the best known methods
of experimenting in educational drama. Dramatization con-
sists of putting a story into play form with its plot worked
out into its consequent scenes and acts.
In all dramatizations, background is the prime necessity.
(3)
Miss iVard suggests the following books for reference:
Olcott, Story Telling Ballads ;
All Ingham, Ballad Book ;
Edward, A Book of Old Ballads .
According to Miss ;Vard, the second requisite is the reading
of the story by the pupils. A story suitable for dramatiz-
es)
ation should have the following characteristics:
(a) "Its story must be one that appeals to the class."
(b) "The action must be of a kind that can be worked
into a play."
(c) "Some theme, other than love, should be the dominant
idea of a ballad suitable for children."
3. Creative Dramat ics--Wlnifred Ward, Introduction.
4. op. cit. pages 112-114,
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She suggests spending the second semester with the study of
Shakespeare, using Lambs' Tales and "Stories from Shakespeare"
by McLeod,
Two different types of dramatization are described by
Miss Ward; the Informal and the formal. The following ster>s
(5)
are used for the Informal method:
1. The story. Itself,
2. The study and discussion of characters.
3. Pantomime, acting It out.
4. Working out the scene sequence.
5. Work with a small unit of story at a time.
6. Criticisms at the end of each scene.
7. Writing and perfecting of dialogue.
The above method of dramatization is used for class work only.
These are the steps used for the formal method:
1. Follow the above outline.
2. Assign the same scene to various sections of the
class, in order to have a choice.
3. Reading of the scenes to the class by the "Authors".
4. Choosing of best scenes.
5. Assigning them to be re-written by the best writers
In the class.
5. op. cit, p. 30.
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6. Rehearsals and smoothing over rough points.
7, Production.
The formal method is used when the dramatizations are to be
presented to a public audience. Balladry presents the best
tVDe of material for dramatization for beginners. One school
(6)
used this list of ballads:
"King John and the Abbott of Canterbury"
"Robin Hood and the Widow *s Three Sons"
"Sir Patrick Spens"
"Saddle to Rags"
"G-et up and Bar the Door"
"The Heir of Linne"
For modern ballads, the same school used:
"Lochlnvar"
"King Robert of Sicily"
"The Lady of Shalott"
"Lady Clair"
"Alice Brand"
Notice that the above dramatizations are chosen from
good literature. "Not until today has any attempt been made
to use the dramatic instinct of the child in a definite,
systematic way as an aid in the teaching of Engllsh^Lit-
erature. .. .Literature is life, and life is action."
6. op. cit., pages 110 to 128.
7. Dramatizatlon--Slmons-Orr, p. 12.
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The following Is an account of dramatization done by
seventh grade pupils in a drama class tau,«rht by Miss Belle
Kennedy In the Haven Intermediate School of Evanston, Il-
linois. The first semester v/as spent writing plays from
(8)
the following stories;
"The Boy Who Cried Wolf"
"The Old Woman and the Tramp"
"The Three Wishes"
"To Your Good Health"
They spent the second semester on dramatizing Folklore and
Hero Tales. The value of such can readily be seen when we
consider the stories they used. The Folklore Stories were:
"The Parson and the Clerk"
"The Squire's Bride"
"Why the Sea is Salt"
"Aladdin"
"Ali Baba"
"The Golden Touch"
"Baucis and Philemon"
"Old Pipes and the Dryad" ("The Bee Man of Orm" by Stockton)
Scenes from Mark Twain's "The Prince- and the Pauper".
Ruskin's "The King of the Golden River"
Alden's "The Knights of the Silver Shield"
8. Creative Dx-amatics—Winifred Ward, pages 54-109.
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Oulda's "The Nuremberg Stove"
The Hero Tales which they used were about King Arthur,
Siegfried, Ulysses, and Robin Hood, The following books
were used for background; Howard Pyle's "King Arthur",
Lanier's "The Boy's King Arthur", "Knightly Legends
of Wales", "Sigurd, the Volsung", and "The Odyssey".
The eighth grade pupils in the same school spent
a week studying Shakespeare's life, Shakespeare's
England, and "Midsummer Night's Dream". Choosing the
characters of Bottom, Snug, Snout, Starveling, etc.,
they wrote a humorous play entitled "A Midsummer
Night's Dream- -An Imaginary Scene", in three scenes.
They next toolf up the story of Beauty and the Beast, and
wrote a TDlay in six scenes using the same title.
(9)
As a project, a small group of ninth grade pupils
presented performances dramatized from Rudyard Kipling's
"The Cat that Walked by Himself" from Just So Stories .
They used green curtains, making a very attractive and
simple background which suggested the wild woods. They
enclosed the left portion of the stage v;ith brown Canton
flannel to indicate the cave. At right-center of the
stage stood an elevation made of a pile of boxes which
9. Play-Making and Plays—Merrill and Fleming,
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were covered with brovm cloth to suggest a high rock.
The brown horse skin was made of brown Canton flannel
and was held In place by being thrown over a horizontal
stick at the entrance of the cave. The bottom was weighted
and the top was held to the stick by a brown cloth. This
was so fixed that it could be pulled out by a person hid-
den behind the cave, at the moment that the action required
the skin to fall. The weights at the bottom of the horse
skin caused it to drop. The smoke was feigned by the use
of concentrated hydrochoric acid and concentrated ammonium
hydroxide. The two chemicals were placed in separate sealed
Jars connected by a rubber tube; another tube led into the
Jar of hydrochloric acid, and the third into the Jar of am-
monium hydroxide. The stage manager blew into the tube that
entered the hydrochloric acid, causing a perfectly harmless
smoke to issue from the Jar containing the ammonium hydrox-
ide.
(100)
The authors of "Play-Making and Plays" devote
several pages to dramatizations giving full introductions,
explanations, and descriptions. These are the plays included:
"A Thanksgiving Pageant" page 228.
"The Pine-Tree Shilling" (George Washington" page 237.
10. Merrill and Fleming.
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"The Woodman and the Goblins" Story, p. 243, play p. 252.
"Hr. Wolf Makes a Failure" ("Uncle Remus") page 261.
"The Magic Gifts" (From "The Kose Tree") page 281.
"T he Box of Pandora" page 327.
"The Bremen Town Musicians" page 338.
"Rip Van Winkle" page 355.
"The First Thanksgiving Day In America" page 367.
"Old Pipes and the Dryad" (Story by F.R. Stockton) p. 378.
"The Knighting of Richard Neville" page 393.
"The Departure" (Thackeray's "Vanity Fair") page 399.
Mr. Charles Johnson says that "The Return of the Ancients"
by Miss Edmonia Pfrininer "is evidence of the best done in
(11)
the way of dramatization in the history field." Douglass
in "Modern Methods of High School Teaching" has written,
"There is no question that for those pupils who dramatize
literary and historic events, their chances of obtaining
a more complete and lasting picture of the contents is in-
(12)
creased .
"
Pupils in the Bancroft School who are taught by Miss
(13)
Wilder, are organized into little theatre groups. Each
grade writes a play, first getting their material from the
study of English and History. Miss '.Yilder allows one
11 • Educatioa Through Dramatic Play in the Secondary
School—Charles S. Johnson, I-Jaster's Thesis, 1932, p. 59.
12. ibid. p. 61.
13. Original Drama in a Secondary School--Emma M.
Wilder, The Drama, November 1930, p. 27.
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month for the actual writing, rehearsing, and production.
Each child not only acts in a play, but is also a member
of the production staff. When Miss -Vilder was elected to
teach speech in elementary and secondary school, she chose
to teach it through dramatization. Her reasons are, "First,
because the children love it--it is the naturally dramatic
period in their development, and they enter into play pre-
paration with the enthusiasm which is an absolute necessity
in improving speech. Second, it quickens the imagination,
clarifies conceptions, necessitates clear, audible speech
habits, and frees the child from self-consciousness in
expression; then, too, it can be the finished v/ork which
correlates all their creative and artistic study--music
,
painting, dancing, oral reading, and Interpretation—with
their English, history, and geography text-knowledge."
The B. M, C. Durfee High School conducts a course in
drama under the direction of I^Iiss Barbara Wellington. Part
of the course consists in dramatizing stories. The students
first of all find a play which has been taken from a story,
read it carefully, and give oral reports in class. Then
they scout around in search of materials to dramatize. The
pupils sometimes choose stories which have already been
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dramatlzed, and the different methods of attack and sol-
ving are more than Interesting. They are more than inter-
esting in that they serve as added means of knowing and
understanding the individual students and their ways of
doing things.
In February, 1933, Miss Wellington's drama class
dramatized Flora Shaw's novel, "Castle Blair". Different
students v/rote the scenes which were put together with the
aid of the teacher. The finished play was divided into
two parts, and presented at two meetings of the Dramatic
Club. This is the first time such a long story has been
attempted, and the students are now anxious to have the
play published 1
In April 1932, a sophomore English Class, undeir the
supervision of Miss Wellington, read and dramatized the
"Odyssey". First they read the story as a whole. Then
they discussed the possible scenes and worked out an
outline of scene seq uence. Each student volunteered
to write out the lines and action for one of the scenes.
The best scenes were Fead to the class by the students,
re-written with the help of the class, and finally ac-
cepted and put together as an entire play. Then the
t
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students were eager to present the play. So parts were
tried out for and chosen by the class. The class costumed
and produced the "Odyssey" on the lovely green lavm and
(14)
marble steps of Durfe e High, and played to an audience
of all the English classes that had studied the "Odyssey".
Music and singing were v/rltten into the acts, and as a
whole those sophomores were deserving of all the praise
given to them.
(15)
Mr. Arthur F. Winslow uses dramatization as a means
of motivating history instruction. He does this for another
purpose, that of correlating history and English. However,
Mr. Winslow does the dramatizing instead of having the pupils
do it. He uses incidents in history, rather than stories.
(
Miss Collins published four plays v/ritten with children:
1, "The Courtship of Lilies Standish", from Longfellow's
poem of the same name.
2. "The Nightingale and the Rose", from Oscar Wilde's
story of the same name.
3, "The Great Bell of Peking", from Katherine G-ibson's
story of the same name.
4. "The Llagic Fishbone", from Charles Dickens' story
of the same name.
14. Fall River, Massachusetts.
15. Weaver High School, Hartford, Connecticut.
16. The Little Theatre in School--Lillian Foster
Collins; Dodd, Mead Company, 1930.
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Each of these plays is in her book.
"Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass"
,
dramatized by Alice Gertsenberg, was produced by the Kern
(17)
County High School, Eakersville, California. The
High School auditorium seats eleven hundred, and every
seat was taken. Their dramatic department consists of
two beginning classes, one advanced class, and a class
in stage shop (includes artists, carpenters, stage
crew, and electricians). This was the first production
to be staged by the entire drama department, and most
of the work was done in school hours.
"In turning a classic into dramatic form, as little
deviation from the original as possible should be made.
The Keynote of dramatic work for the high school should
(18)
be simplicity."
Several people have v/ritten volumes about dramatizing
plays to stress health, history, and the like. Two such
excellent books are "Dramatizing Child Health" by Grace
(19)
D, Hallock, and "Short Plays from American History and
(20)
Literature" by Olive Price,
Miss Hallock aided children in writing several health
plays which have been published. The pupils followed the
17. The Theatre Llagazin e, October 1926,
18, Dramatization
,
Simons-Orr, page 14,
19. American Child Health Association, New York, 1926,
20, Samuel French Co,, New York, 1928.
t
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order now described:
1. Clear statement of the public health message which
the play was to convey.
2. Working out of story through which idea could be
developed
.
3. Plot construction taught by English Teacher.
4. Deciding on characters,
5. Study of acts and scenes.
6. Worked In groups, each writing an act.
7. Criticisms of acts by entire class.
8. Committees chosen.
9. Two casts ehosen, every child taking part In the
performance.
In a charming manner, Miss Price explains Just how she
came to dramatize American history. It all happened when a
group of her students were studying New England withhcraft,
and the history teacher asked her to write some sort of a
play. She complied with the history teacher's desire, and
wrote "Lantern Light"—then she could not stop v;riting.
Miss Price teaches in Pittsburgh, where the Platoon System
is used in all the public schools. Drama is required in
some form In every school. "This implies that pupils shall
t
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leam to dramatize and write plays themselves."
But— I Sadly enough, all educators do not agree.
(21)
Mies Ward expresses her views very emphatically,
"Such dramatization as has been done in various groups
to teach facts in nature, hygeine, 'safety first', home
economics—what not.'— is no part of true educational
dramatic work Only by keeping dramatic study in
its true place as an art—an art correlated with the
study of literature— can it fulfill the high purpose
for which it was meant ... .Such dramatic study is likely
to be widely used in the future because of the gradual
change in emphasis which is coming about in education."
Here vie see two sides of a problem. Both Miss Price
and Miss Jtlallock are as earnest and as idealistic as is
Miss Ward. The difference is in the point of view. Which
is correct? Study them, and you will see that both are
There is merely a difference of opinion, each opinion
having v/orthwhile phases.
(22)
G-uilford Royal Grammar School Dramatic Society
produced "The Swineherd", dramatized from Kans Christian
Anderson, and "Jom Thumb, the Great", adar)ted from the
celebrated burlesque by Henry Fielding.
21. The Next Ac t in Children's Dramatics , The
Drama, February 1928, p. IA7.
22. Children's Plays in England, Constance D'Arcy
MacKay,
—
The Theatre Magazine , August 1927, p. ^3.
L
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Other dramatizations widely used In England's schools:
"Gammer Gurton's Needle", "The Llan Who Married a Dumb
Wife" (Anatole France), "Cinderella", "Rip Van Winkle",
"The Sleeping Beauty" (dramatized by Hermon Ould), "The
Discovery" (about Columbus), "The Maid" (Jeanne d'Arc),
"Paddley Pools" (by Myles Maleson), "The Ladies of
Llangollen" (by Mrs. Arthur Stollard). This last is a
Welsh play of ancient superstition.
"Woe to the child who constantly experiences the
(23)
desire to express and is given no opportunity to do so."
"Education should give the child the opportunity for
fullest self realization. This can only be done if the
creative imasination of each individual child is given
(24)
free play .
"
Dramatization has been discussed. There are other
ways of helping the student towards developing creative
ability. Teachers of art, dancing, history, oral Eng-
lish, etc., know how best to teach these subjects,
—
by encouraging creative work among the students.
I have already spoken of using a source of material in
order to make a new thing. Let us now see if the student
can progress and write plays without the aid of well
23. The Kingdom of the Child—Alice M. H. Heniger.
p. 105.
24. Creative Dramatics , by Winifred Ward, p. 8.
It
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wrltten stories and the like.
I offer here the Instance of a group of eighth grade
puDlls who, being unable to find a play suitable to their
^ (25)
needs, wrote a play. First the girls worked out a
plot (because the boys were not a bit enthusiastic) and
started rehearsals. The conversation was worked out at
rehearsals, each character speaking as was thought proper.
Strange to say, they did not bother to write out and
memorize the conversations. Yet the play was said to be
the most successful one of the year.
Miss Evans, for her thesis "A Preliminary Study of
Play Production in the Secondary Schools", sent a
questionnaire to 2088 high schools, about one tenth of
the total number in the United States, Replies were
.
^26)
received from 927, about 45%. Following are answers
(27)
to five of the questions asked:
Making of Scenery Taught in 34 schools
Stage Lighting " " 30 "
Costume Making " " 29 "
Playwriting and Construction " " 27 "
Dramatization of Stories " " 22 "
Each item is a form of creative v/ork,
25 • Education Through Dramatic Play in the Secondary
Schools
,
by Charles Stanley Johnson, School of Education,
Master' s Thesis, p. 22.
26. Footlights Across America , Kenneth MacGowan.
27. op, cit., p. 186.
f1
"So far as the education of the individual is con-
cerned, greater educational benefits may be confirmed by
(28)
playwriting than by any other element in the drama."
In September 1932, Miss Wellington of the B. M. C.
Durfee High School, Fall River, Massachusetts, concerning
the Commedia del Arte figures, Pierrot, Harlequin, and
Columbine, asked her pupils to study them in detail.
The students became so enthused that Miss Wellington asked
them to dress dolls like these fantastic figures, or to
make paintings of them, model them with clay, and, in fact,
to do some sort of creative work. The students responded
to this assignment with eagerness, and so excellent were
the likenesses that the Comedia del Arte figures were
displayed for a week in the school library. Not satisfied
with this, the students read every Pierrot play available
and gave reports on them. Then each student wrote an
original Pierrot play or pantomime. Some of the best were
produced for the class for the dramatic club meetings.
At the Los Angeles High School, £n 1923, students
wrote 22 original plays, 5 of which were presented for
the club. This was in order to "foster and develop
(29)
creative work."
28. Drama as an Inst-rument of Education— "The Drama
In Adult Education", p. 156, paragraph 367.
29. Drama in the School , by Luzerne W, Crandall,
The Drama, December 1925, p. 99.
r1
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The Jefferson High School in Cleveland, Ohio, has
a course in playwritlng, in which the students present
original plays.
Probably the most significant contribution to play-
writlnc: is done by the students at the Calvert School,
(30)
Baltimore. The master of the school, Mr. V, M.
Hillyer, says, "It is not enough that a child should be
prepared to make a living; it is every child's birth-
right to know those things which make life worth living."
With that thought in mind he is developing a new field
of dramatics in his school. It is his belief that all
the child needs is a bit of motivated encouragement in
order to go right ahead and "produce a really interest-
ing historical or mythological play." In fact, his
pupils have gone a bit further, and have written astro-
nomical, grammatical, and arithnietical plays which have
been acted in their little theatre by the pupils. "As
a result .these children, given special cultural direc-
tion, forge ahead much more rapidly than those who have
followed the ordinary less imaginative methods."
(31)
The High School freshmen at the Walden School wrote
and produced "Fanatic Fancies", of which the teacher says,
30. The Amateur's Green Room , M. E. Kehoe, Theatre
Magazine, April 1923.
31. Creative Expression , "A Play in the Walden
School," Eerta Rantz, p. 265
.
1
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"Ttie play reveals lauch about children of this a,^e.
Intellectually, they begin to share an adult world;
emotionally, they are much less mature,"
The students at the Palo Alto Union High School,
Palo Alto, California, have written and produced original
plays and they have constructed and painted their own
(32)
sets
.
A review of the playwriting phase of educational
dramatics shows that very little work is being done in
this field. This seems a bit strange, especially when
one considers the wealth of possibilities. The answer
no doubt is to be found in the enormous amount of time
given over to dramatization,
A surprisingly large amount of miniature stage
models are being made by high school students. A good
deal is said of this in the chapter on Stagecraft. Here
is an account of such work done at the G-lenville High
(33)
School under the direction of Miss Katherine Kelly.
An assignment is given out for the pupils to construct
models of Greek theaters. The students use all sorts of
varied material, clay, wood, wax, soap, cardboard, plas-
ticene, dental ceiiient, paper and paraffin. Later in the
3 2 . Some G-eneral Considerations of Stapling: a High
School P lay , Walter H. ^^icols, School Arts Magazine,
May 1925.
33. Notable Produc tions by High Schools—Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925, p. 4l.
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course, the pupils make models of settings for plays,
A survey of the use of puppets and marionettes in
education shows a tremendous use mpde of them in ele-
mentary grades, and very little use in the secondary
schools. Where used, the work is found more fascinating
than almost any other form of dramatics. Miss G-rey set
(34)
forth an "earnest plea for the marionette in the school".
Unlike other dramatic forms, it is impossible for in-
terest to wane when constructing marionettes, or when
searching for useful ballads and other poems. She says
to replace the first impression "by experiment and no
sooner has the first step in that actual work been taken
than the group begins to see the infinite possibilities
of the art."
Children from ten to twelve years wanted a puppet
show, so the teacher supplied them with puppets, a home-
made proscenium, shov;-card paints, gaily colored cloths,
wire, porcelain bases, plugs and bulbs, and told them to
do the rest themselves. They dramatized "The Sleeping
Beauty", which took a little less than three minutes.
It was rewritten and re-rehearsed into a good play.
The boys produced a pirate play, and made puppets of
34. Marionettes G-o to School, Ethel C. Gray.
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their own. "All of our puppets are friglitully modest
and go about simply burieci in elaborate clot'aing. In
our masculine plays pirates are the first choice, Robin
Hood Second, and characters from the nev/spa-oer comic
(35)
strips third."
"The school considers the experiment successful
for qqite a number of reasons. It v/as initiated by
the children, it provides a creative outlet, is a good
means of givinc instruction in diction, develops imagin-
ation, encourages teaaiwork, and la unlimited in subject
matter.
"
The theater itself has a proscenium arch of 3 x 4
feet, and has s et of footlights and overhead floods
covered with gelatine screens. Brocade curtains hung
on a curtain rod are wnrked by hand. The puppet stand
8 inches high. "As the object of the experiment is to
get the original play from the children, vie have not
gone in for the construction of elaborate an# beauti-
(36)
fully made puppets."
"A boy in the class read 'The Poppy Seed Cakes*
and remarked it would make a dandy play. The class
agreed and five committees were chosen. Constructive
35. C reative Ex-ores s ion , "Adventures With Pup-
pets", L. Young Carruthers, p. 153.
36. ibid., p. 154.
1t
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tlilnkln/3: and creative imarcination grew by leaps and
(37)
bounds as the plans unfolded." The pupils constructed
their own sta/re, puppets, and even made costumes. They
changed the name of the story to fit the play and called
it "Adventures of Andrewshek". They produced it three
times at three different places. Lliss Eva Louise '/7ilde
lists the gains of the children from the puppet show
experience. The most important pre: experience with
actual money, geograohy of Russie., written English, use
of tools in building the theater, art, handcraft, org-
anization, "imagination strengthened", "joy in service
for others", "perseverance", "steadiness and poise
when appearing before a large number of people."
After a seventh grade group heard a lecture given
by Tony 3arg, they adapted the story of Pinnocchio for
presentation. This instigated research to learn the
history of puppets in various countries. Each student
made a puppet and clothed it. "into this creation v;ent
many, many elements; appreciation of color, of pro-
portion; mechanical smoothness of execution, strict
adherence to detail; efficiency on the practical side;
and a conviction on the -part of the child that success
37. ibid., E. L. Wilde, p. 159.
€
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Is possible only throu:3li sustained application to
the work at hand" (p. 159K Difficulties presented
themselves, but vzere overcome, resultinrc in "dex-
terity in the sloiult^gyus use of hand, eye, ear,
memory, and speech,"
"The result is one of the basic aims in the
learning process ... .Just to be entertaining^ is not
sufficient reason for giving a puppet show in a
school. It behooves the educator to take an inven-
tory at the conclusion of a project and record
the concrete evidence of gain to the children in
terms of mental, social, and esthetic growth. V/e
know definitely that concentration, perseverance,
loyalty to the task, necessary social cooperation,
all resulted in good habit formation. 77e knov;, too,
that the need for muscular G002?dinat ion, and handling
of various tools, and construction of stage properties,
the modeling, painting, experimenting with color and
designs, resulted in increased skill and keener jesthetic
(39)
appreciation." The creative work mentioned in this
chapter only touches on a few kinds. The greater part
of play producing and of stagecraft, as you will see.
38. ibid.. Rose Khourie, p. 159.
39. ibid., p. 161.

in creative work.
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CHAPTER III PLAY CASTING
I •
Play casting, especially in a large school. Is a
very serious matter. It is of such significance that
teachers need, to ex^Deriment in order to find a way most
pertinent to the students, to the school, and to the play
at hand. The different methods of casting used are double-
casting, casting according to type, casting for the purpose
of individual improvement, and try-outs. A beginning drama
teacher has to experiment v/ith several of the methods in
order to find the kind best suited to her needs,
(1)
Alexander Dean suggests using two separate try-
outs; oiie for club members, and. one for apprentices, i.e.,
I new members. The casting should be in the hands of the
Director of the play and the President of the club.
At the E. ::. G. Durfee High School, in Fall River,
three of the above mentioned methods are used. For the
annual Three One-Act Plays, two casts are chosen and re-
hearsed. At three different dramatic club meetings tv/o
f casts present their play. The best players from each cast
are chosen for the final production. This is interesting be-
1. The Hi gh School Dramatic Cl ub—Alexander Dean.
t
cause not one entire cast or the other is chosen; there
is a mixture composecl of the best. Try-outs are held
for the annual TIiree-Act Play. The play is announced
and described at a dramatic club meeting, with special
emphasis placed on the parts required. In a few days
the try-out is announced. About three-quarters of the
dramatic club shov; up to try for parts. The coach has
tried several methods of judging, and finally she found
that the most successful way was having two students
Judge with her. Miss Wellington, the Coach, gives the
students certain criteria to use for their Judging, and
tells the students to mark--not with fi5ures--but v/ith
letters. The most familiar marks are "A", "e", "c", and
"D". Then the marks are averaged. And, in practically
every instance, the teacher's choice tallies with that
of the student judges. Some schools use the method of
try-outs v;ith the teacher as the sole judge. This is aa
good a method as any if it gives satisfaction to all
the factors involved in producing the play. So it is
seen that there are variations of each method of casting.
Kost teachers have one "pet" v/ay and use only that one.
Others use different methods for different productions.
1t
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Mlss Wellington also uses type-cast Inp; when time comes
to choose people for an evening's entertainment composed
of varied skits, dances, etc. There are so many items
on the program that it saves time; it is satisfactory
because the parts are numerous, and e veryone who desires
and rehearses may take a part.
Many schools double-cast a play, and make use of
botjji casts by presenting two performances. One writer
is in favor of this because "Many people will want to
make comparisons and consequently will attend both per-
formances."— I — It is evident that the writer does not
teach drama in a high school.
(2)
Mr. Bavely is convinced of the success of the double
cast system. His opening sentence in an article concern-
ing this phase of dramatics is- of utmost importance to us,
"No director of dramatics should lose sight of the vital
fact that it is possible to conduct experiments in the
field of play production and that the results obtained
are often more than pleasing to both directors and players."
He continues with very sensible advice concerning neces-
sity of definite objectives; otherv/ise the experiment at
hand may prove costly and worthless . iAr, Bavely d^s-
2. Double-Cast System a Success in School Dramatics ,
by Ernest Bavely, in The High School Thespian.
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scrlbes an experiment with double-casting which was carried
on at the North Dakota School of Forestry, Bottineau,
North Dakota. Both casts were equal as to talent and
experience, and were called "Plnks" and "Blues". The
plays were produced on alternate nights, each time play-
ing to a capacity house. The experiment brought out
several facts. One was that the spirit of friendly
rivalry served as a motivation for good acting— and for
earnest rehearsals. Another factor In its favor 16 that
of easy substituting for a player who has to drop out for
some reason. The author of the article declares that the
double-cast system is a "wonderful means for Imbuing a
greater spirit of democracy In dramatics". Not to be dis-
missed is the feature of finding new players, and in thus
comparing with those already known In order to find the
best players. The author has neglected to itemize any
faults, such as a double amount of rehearsals needed and
the consequent tiredness of the play coach. However,
the obvious enthusiasm and itemized values shov/ the worth
of such an experiment.
Another Instance of preference of the system of
double-casting is seen at the Demonstration School of the
I
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(3)
Southeastern State Teachers' College, Here the director
always chose two casts, and presented both casts in the
same play on the same program. The program was for students,
and was no doubt for the purpose of serving as a teaching
method for the students who might have to produce plays
along with their teaching.
Miss Ward approves and advises having two casts.
The reasons she gives are identical to those given on
page thirty-nine. She is also an advocate of casting for
the purpose of personal improvement of an individual,
but only for such plays that are for classroom use. For
(5)
a class play. Kiss Ward advises type-casting. If the
play is to be performed for a public, Miss Ward has found
a method which she uses above all others.
1. Teacher's introduction of the play.
2. Teacher's reading of the play.
3. Class discussion and analysis.
4. Tryouts.
-The first consideration here is Interpretation ;
then come size and type.
-Of secondary importance is the voice,
-Let those try out first who the teacher thinks
3 . Education Through Dramatic Play in the Second -
ary Schools— Charles S. Johnson. Master's Thesis, p. 77.
4. Creative Dramatics—Winifred Ward, p. 159.
5. ibid,, p. 141.

are best fitted for the parts. Suggest changes in voice,
etc.
5. Scholarship, for the purpose of giving parts to
children who have sufficient time.
6. Announcement of the two casts to the class.
No doubt individual drama teachers will criticize
the above plan in different respects. All well and good.
The fact to be emphasized here is not right and wrong,
but experiments. After reading Lliss '.Yard's book, the
reader is conscious of the various methods used, exper-
iment after experiment, until she finally found (or
formulated) the plans best suited to her groups.
As I have said before for each method of casting
there are innumerable variations. At the Lee School in
Boston, Massachusetts, the try-out method is used ex-
clusively. But just notice how they work it out I The
children are informed of the play and of the date of the
try-outs. The student picks tut the part he likes best,
studies and memorizes it, —then tries it out. The try-
outs come after the parts have been memorized. One
advantage of this can be seen immediately; the coach's
efforts will' not be overtaxed by "driving" the members
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of the cast to learn their lines. A second advantage
Is that the coach's time will not be wasted In teaching
the play to the cast. One also sees difficulties and
decided disadvantages. He must overlook these at pre-
sent and must admit It is a new way of casting', that It
probably proved to be the best method In that school.
Miss Ward Is only one of hundreds who cast to Im-
prove the individual, although she does it only for
classwork. Others Invariably cast this way for all
public performances. It is a question as to whether
the play is chosen in order to enable students to make
a good presentation of a part, or whether it is chosen
as a means of teaching voice, posture, and diction.
Here are two authorities in favor of casting for
child improvement; these two will be followed by a teacher
who is determinedly set against it.
(6)
Kenneth MacG-owan' s opinion;
"Teachers who see beyond good speech and good lit-
erature are stressing the necessity of casting parts to
Improve the students, instead of casting students to im-
prove the parts ... .Psychiatrists who have studied the
problem join the teachers in indorsing the therapeutic
6. Drama's Nev/ Domain—The High School, Harper's
Magazine, November 1929, p. 776.

value of high school dramatics. They see our city life
producing unusual emotional and nervous tensions, and
they find In the acting of plays ample, healthful, and
effective outlets. It Is more than an Interesting
aesthetic taste.... It converts destructive Imagination
and day-dreaming into open play v/ith definite alms."
(7)
Luther G-ruen's opinion:
"The phase of personality developing, which has
been until recently neglected, has begun to play an
Important part In the new progressive educational move-
ment. Acting is used for the development and correction
of personalities. Thus the braggart boy is cast as the
reserved chap and the timid little girl is cast as the
beautiful heroine, 'ffhere this experiment has been in-
tensively tested both teachers and psychiatrists have
been greatly pleased with the results. Thus the purpose
of play producing is not so much of making actors and
artists as it is to create individuals. The school
group which follows In the trend of Broadway will ne-
glect an inspiring experimental side of the work and in
a sense kill the original purpose of the amateur theatre."
7 . Purpos e of High School Plays is to Create
Individuals , Baker's Drama-Gram, Vol. VII, No. 2.
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The above concern the opinions of others than
secondary school teachers. Following is a quotation
(8)
from an article by a teacher, Ulss Caroline Pratt.
"If the child of his own accord would never have
chosen to be such a character. If he felt no Inner
Identification v/lth the qualities which that character
represents to him, his attempt can amount to nothing
more than shallow pretense. Equally misguided are the
recent attempts to use dramaLlcs for emotional therapy.
A timid child may be cast,... in order to evoke self-
assertive feelings, and conversely the too aggressive
child may be assigned a minor role, to make himself a
proper relation to his fellows. Such therapeutic
measures .... are not based on an adequate knowledge
of motives underlying conduct and behaviour .... The
value of drama seems to be in getting ready for it."
As we struck a snag in differing opinions about
dramatizing, so here v/e strike a like snag, which leaves
us wondering what is right . The difficulty is soon over-
come, however, when we remember that any person's opinion
of this is a result of his own experimentation and read-
ing. Let us go fifty-fifty, taking a little of both sides
8. "Creative Expression Through Dramatics",
Creative Expression, p. 256.
I1
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of the question. How does tills experiment sound to
you? Use casting for Individual Improvement only
for class room productions, but never for a three-act
play. Remember that even a high school audience wants
to see something worth their money, and they will not
pay to see timid Johnale play the part of a Pirate
King, or to see overbearing Paul play the part of a
servant.
In any event, do not take any one's opinion as to
the best way for choosing a cast. In this chapter
various types have been discussed. Try all of them
until you are satisfied with the results of one or two
types
.
Now let us look Into the plays themselves. So
muflh has been done that It Is difficult to know Just
what to deal wltja next. No doubt some of the most
unusual experimenting is done with stagecraft, so just
turn the page and read on until an inner something
cries out for you to get to work on creating a stage
set unlike any ever seen before.
O i
c
CHAPTER IV STAGECRAFT
We must now turn our attention to another division
of craftsmanship. "Creative hunger is the basis of all
the difficulty today. It is a difficult thing to sat-
(1)
Isfy. People want to do and to make things."
What is stagecraft? Is the stage merely a plat-
form equipped with curtains and lights? Is craft
(2)
merely the ability to build a set? lir. Smalley tells
us that "stage" means "the place of Illusion", and that
"craft" means "the use of one's wit and manual skill for
the expression of the third dimension of our being, the
emotional.
"
The director of high school dramatics is no longer
content to put all his time into directing the play it-
self. He v/ants a worthy setting for the play. Few are
the schools that can afford to buy a new set for pach
production, and those that could see no necessity for so
doing.
.
Instead, more and more high schools are introducing
courses in stagecraft. Even where there are no such
courses the students use every iota of skill and ingenu-
1. The Drama in Adult Education , p. 180; par. 425.
2. A Screen Settin^t for Twelfth Nip:ht—Ralph E.
Smalley, Theatre Magazine, February 1925, p. 41.
QC
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Ity and build their own scenery. "Today all of the
(3)
arts go Into the development of the drama."
It la In this part of play production that muct;i
of Its educational value lies. Roy Mitchell begs
directors not to try to Imitate the theatre, on the
grounds that, "Inadequate copies only breed unpleasant
comparisons. The franker the method the more It dis-
arms criticism. . .Stand at the back of the hall and try
to see a method. Do not think of the theatre as a
stage at all. Think of the actors moving and of v;hat
decorative elements would be needed to reive conviction
(4)
to their motions," All amateur directors would profit
by reading Roy Mitchell's "The School Theatre", es-
pecially Chapter IV, page 39— "Scene Building and
Painting."
(5)
At the Horace Mann School for Boys in Nev/ York,
the students have performed Elizabethan plays in an
ultra-modern manner. That is, they kept the main form-
ation of the stage Elizabethan, but used every possible
modern device to secure stage effects. The idea was to
develop "all the arts connected with dramatics". In
3. The Effect of Nev/ Stagecraft on Amateur
Dramatics, Playground , 1924, p, 425-6,
4. The School Theatre—Roy Mitchell, p, 23.
5 . Notable Producti ons by High Schools— C larenc
e
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925.
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1924 ttiey produced The Knl;itht of the Burnlnpr Pestle .
designing all the settings in the stage shop. The play
was written to "be performed entirely "by men and boys, so
a boys' school was Justified in acting the female roles.
(6)
Ralph Smalley is encouraging when he tells us,
"The high school is really a wonderful place for work in
stagecraft . . . . What the youth may lack in skill it makes
up in spirit and fresh enthusiasm. Stage craft, concerned
as it is, in depicting the visual elements of life in gen-
eral, embraces elements taught in all the various depart-
ments of the high school. Therein lies much of its edu-
cational value.... Any organization should allov/ for a
high factor of fallability in human nature, and a high
school organization is no exception. A superfluous
title or two on the stage force is not amiss if the
holder thereof is inspired to more responsibility and
greater work. Recognition of length of service in the
shape of service stripes for members of the stage force
also has its effect." Mr. Smalley urges using no more
than fifteen to twenty boys v/here construction is needed.
He also says that the follov^ing faculty members should
act: Teacher of Expression, of Music, Stage Director,
6 . Amateur Stage Craft Bordering on the Pro-
fessional—Ralph E. Smalley, Theatre Magazine, March 1925.
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Wardrobe Mistress, Make-Up Committee, green room control,
business manager.
On page 257 In The Drama , April 1923, Is a picture
of a "cartouche" setting for a nlay p;lven at the Los
(7)
Angeles High School. A Cartouche is defined as being
"an experimental method of getting out a large set In a
short time with little money and with volunteer labor."
This new method was started at the Los Angeles High
School. The students produce plays and operas in a
manner that is, for student-amateurs, usually hazardous.
The school stage has a proscenium arch of 41 feet in
span and 25 feet in height; and the auditorium seats
480 people. "... .The director of this drama group, a
"gentleman farmer, raises oranges over the week-end,
when he is not running the mill, the carpenter shop,
the stage-crew, the lights, the property shop, and the
stock-room. "... .This stage shop gets half of all box
office receipts. All shows in this school are produced
on the budget system.
Cartouche decoration is as follows:—The art director
chooses the style of decoration and the colors. The draw-
Ings are done by the regular stage craft art class. These
7. Community Theaters , The Drama, April 1923, p. 257.
c <
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drawings go to the stage carpentering class, where the
boys build and paint the flats. The art class does the
posters, using the colors of the settings. "Even letter-
ing is carefully keyed to the period and the spirit of
the dramatic story." Costumes and properties are in
charge of the dress design class and the class in interior
decoration. " When the flata have been made no painted
shadows or perspective are used--only colors." The set
is decorated and "the decoration is designed in units
which can be executed by individual students. Poster
Card colors are used." For example, when they needed
a stained glass window for a set, they divided the work,
so that the window was painted in as many as 23 different
sections; and this work was done inside of two working
periods. Then the parts were put together and retouched
by the art stage crafters in 40 minutes.
The senior high school in Hinsdale, Illinois, pro-
duced "The Imaginary Invalid", using drapes of grey
sateen. Their interesting, unique method of making
the tapestry required for the background is a credit
to the originator. I quote Mr. Stratton's description
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of the work done. "Strips of yellow cheese-cloth were
stencilled by the art class and stippled with dark rich
colors. These tapestries hanging over the grey drapes
were gorgeous, and were used in a dozen different ways
in other plays. It was difficult to rent Just the cos-
tuaes wanted, so new ones were made from cheap materials,
satteens, cambrics, and cheap silks, which were most ef-
fective at a distance. The invalid's bed was a white
hospital bed, but it was covered with beaver-board
and gilded. The arched entrances were also made of
beaver-board gilded. Some of the most effective
cushions were cambric, painted in rich colors and
(8)
patterns ,
"
The Manual Arts High School of Saint Paul pro-
duced "Pinafore". The coach stresses the need of exact-
ness in reproducing the periods and styles used for such
productions, because its "educational value is that it
necessitates research work." When this high school pro-
duced "Pinafore", as a model for their ship they used
Richardson's painting of Napoleon on the ship, Bellero -
phone . A rail was made for the back stage and at each
side was a suggestion of a deck-house. The Trench lights
8. Notable Productions by High Schools—Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
ic
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at the bottom of the cyclorama were hidden by the rail.
They got atmosphere, not by use of "life-preservers" and
the like, but by using "rope mast-stays" at either end
of the rail, extending up toward the front of the stage.
"We kill one-half the border lights and footlights at
each side, flood the cyclorama with blue light only,
and reinforce our central front border lights with flood
and spot lights carefully masked off the rail." At this
same school, the George Weitbrecht Mechanic Arts High
School of St. Paul, two stage sets were constructed by
(9)
the students.
The first, a scene for the operetta "The Doctor of
Alcantara", required the thick-walled balconied type of
architecture." Particular attention v;as given to the
erection of the balcony, which was important with regards
to action. The walls were a plain dark grey, lighted by
reflectors of the red, blue, and amber hanging olivettes.
The second, a street scene in "King Hall", was needed
with the added task of centralizing an inn as the center
of attraction. So, at the opposite side of the stage
was built the side of a church, beautified by a stained
9. Theatre Maptazine—The Amateur's Green Room—
M. E, Kehoe, November 1922, p. jUT,
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glass window. A bit of rampart was Introduced to vary
the levels, with a silhouette of Windsor Castle In the
distance. "A touch of the charming half-timber work of
the period added variety to the scene, the stone work
being Indicated only by mottled blue, red, and yellow
of low value over a warm grey, which blended under the
lights Into a sympathetic background for the richly
colored costumes. Who says the youthful "amateurs"
lack the fundamentals of stage production?" Worth-
while pictures are given.
C. M. Wise and Roy Mitchell disagree concerning
the use of flats. Roy Mitchell gives extensive direct-
Ions for their structure and use; but C. M. Wise says,
(Dramatics for School and Community, page 34) "There
are very few flats at all, and these are In plain colors
of one or two tones only. Instead of the time-honored
sets, there are pillars and columns, screens and hang-
ings, In three-dimensional form and In colors adapted
to the spirit of a given play." Nevertheless, we find
that high schools actually do use sets. If for no other
reason than that the students find sets more conventional
and easier to work with.
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Tbiere Is an article In one of the Issues of the
(10)
Theatre Magazine which gives the amateur several
pertinent hints. I cannot resist the temptation to
quote parts of this humorous dissertation. "Let*s
pretend we have recently Joined the faculty of a high
school which boasts a well-equipped lecture platform .
"
He pretends we have to use It as a stage on which to
produce Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night or What You Will",
taking the cue from the second part of the title, making
the play "highly fantastical". Since such a platform
Is usually about twenty feet wide, twelve feet deep, and
thirty feet high, we decide to use screens. "Having
been furnished nothing on which to fasten a supporting
wire for a draw curtain. It seems best to limit the
width of the stage used for the setting, and support
a curtain wire on the side or 'tormentor' screens...
Screens about eight feet high and with a width of about
half that amount would be the best proportion. One by
two inch furring strips could be used for such small
and temporary frames, and the manual training teacher
suggests that, with careful handling, they might be
10. A Screen Setting for Twelfth Night—Ralph E.
Smalley, Theatre Magazine, February 1925, p. 41.
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covered with forty-two inch heavy detail paper which
could be decorated by the drawing teacher In colored
chalk.. ..The drawing teacher asks to see the paper and
promptly announces Its color to be hideous. Cloth,
sized and painted In the customary manner, meets with
the disapproval of the business manager on the score of
expense, and heavy but Inexpensive building paper of
proper hue Is compromised on." It Is possible to re-
duce the number of scenes In this play to two Interiors
and three exteriors; The Sea Coast, The Duke's Palace,
Olivia's House, A Street, Olivia's Garden, A Dungeon,
and Before Olivia's House. Apply a plaster and "horl-
zont" to the flat wall to save the expense of a screen
background. "It is finally decided to accept fate
and concentrate what light we have at points of im-
portance, leaving the rest of the setting to mellow
into suggestive darkness."
This school has eighteen members on the stage force,
divided into the three folowing groups, managed by the
stage manager and aasistant:
(1) Property man— stage and hand props.
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(2) Stage Carpenter--settlng and striking of scenery,
(3) Chief Electric lan--controls the electricians.
All the members of the stage force wear uniforms. These
are coveralls, stencilled with the names of the owners;
caps in school colors, with letters signifying the position
on the force, for example, M means stage manager, A. P.
means Assistant Property Man, "A Service stripe is given
for each semester's work for which one half a credit is
also allowed, only two of which, however, count for gradu-
ation,
**The order of rank and promotion is kept In the shape
of an organization and promotion chart." Each position
on the chart means a different Job on the staff. At the
end of each semester, the students are given an examina-
tion on the teclmical terms in connection with stage
craft. Blue prints, three inch by five inch, are made
for the settings, furniture, and properties. These are
kept on file for future reference.
To amateurs interested in educational progress,
(11)
Roy Mitchell gives a rather detailed description
and pictures of a Copeau stage. It is "A Shakesperian
stage with front, rear, and other playing areas". For
11, Roy Mitchell, School and Theatre, p. 31.
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school use, Mr. Roy Mitchell suggests the Copeau stage
to be used as follows;
1. "A rectangular hall, one end of which has two
doors at right and left of the stage. The doors are the
normal and visible entrances to the stage."
2. Upper screen or canopy.
3. Upper playing space.
A, No front curtain needed.
The advantages of this new type of stage lie in its
plasticity, variety, and attractiveness. The disad-
vantages are the expense and the skill needed for con-
struction.
At the Boston University School of Education, Decem-
ber 1932, Miss S. W. Bates produced an original play,
"The Christmas Tree of Paradise". As this play is suit-
able for high school production, it will not be inap-
propriate to describe the building of the set.
The scene: Heaven. The requirements: walls and
gate, blue skies and glittering stars, and the Christmas
Tree of Paradise. Beaver-board, about three-fourths the
width of the stage, was cut into two equal parts. There
was no need to paint it all over, but large designs of
jewels were drawn across the top and down the sides.
c€
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These were painted beautiful alternating colors of red,
gold, and green. Tbe beaver-board was then nailed to
the floor from the back, about two or three feet from
the walls. As a finishing touch, silver Christmas tin-
sel was tacked along the edges of the beaver- board. A
blue backdrop was pinned onto the back wall of the stage.
This was the sky, and a very natural sky it was, once
the students pinned onto It Its gold stars and its golden
sky-line of the towers of heavenly dwellings. Against
the wall of Heaven was nailed a very ordinary stick of
wood; this was the trunk of the tree. Onto this base was
wound some fairly heavy wire which was supposed to "grow"
out In order to form the branches, 'ffhen all the wire
was thus attached, the base was covered with fancy Christ-
mas tree tinsel through which ran a misture of red color-
ing. The next task was that of decorating the tree.
Glittering Christmas wrapping paper in red, gold, and
green was cut Into very narrow strips and pinned or
pasted on the branches. From these strips were hung
the tiniest possible Christmas tree decorations, and
balls made of ordinary silver paper.
cc
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Because in a great many schools cooperation be-
tween teachers is on such a high plane, It is the usual
procedure in such schools to have, not only courses in
drama, but courses in scenery-painting, stage-craft,
and the like. In such schools we find the students
building miniature stage models with which to work
in anticipation of work to be done on a larger scale
for actual play productions.
At the New Drier High School in Winnetka, Ill-
inois, for each play the students construct a stage-
CIS)
model on the half-inch scale. For their product-
ion of "Pomander Walk", they made to scale: two
stories, practical windows and doors, fences and
gates, a gazebo, a tiny step at each front door,
street lamps, a real tree surrounded by a circular
seat, flowers and climbing vines. In the course
in Stagecraft given by the Art Department, there is
technical work, but the students are encouraged to
use imagination and to do much creative work. They
start out by learning colors, effects of lights on
colors, and scenery construction. Then each student
has to construct the most difficult of all things to
12 • A Hi/^h School Stagecraft Course , Olive L.
Grover, The Drama, November 1927, p. 49.
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model—a door and window. A play Is then chosen "by
the students, and they start In with drawings of the
set. If the selection Is a period play much research
Is done.
Irving Plchel Is a name that should be known by
all workers In the field of drama. He says that most
of the schools recently built have excellent stages.
California is one of the foremost leaders In amateur
dramatics, and there Is a high school in California
equipped with a plaster sky-horizon. Other schools
have really workable and satisfactory switchboards,
dinner equipment, and regulation gridirons. Mr.
(13)
Plchel says,
"The achievements of such schools make neighbor-
ing schools more eager to vie with them in productions
of the same convention, rather than to experiment with
other methods, or to apply their inventiveness to the
devising of original techniques."
This surely is not so, because usually the only
times high schools visit other high schools are for
tournaments. And tournaments are held but once a year,
if that often, I have found that high school students
13 . The Problem of the Inadequate School Stage ,
Irving Plchel, Theatre Magazine, March 1928, p. 53.
r
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want to be original, and there is nothing they steer
clear of more vehemently than trying to "be like"
other schools • It would be more like high school
students to show that their productions v^ere as
artistically and correctly done as the productions
in the more fortunate schools having such effects.
On page 425 of Playp^round , October 1924, is a
model including stage, tables, chairs, windows,
shelves, stools, door, and fireplace--all made by
an amateur with cardboard which came in shirts from
the laundry. An amateur group seeing this, admired
it. One girl, a very small girl, not only admired
it, but decided to copy it for a production of "Rose
of Plymouth Town", She painted a very old set the
color of logs, with strips of gray to look like plaster.
The fireplace, made of wood, was pasted all over with
large wads of paper made by covering crumpled news-
paper with Dennison's gray crepe paDer. These were
(14)
the stones of the large stone fireplace!
Mr. Philip E. Burness of the Linblom Technical
(15)
High School in Chicago, Illinois, could see no
reason why the scenery, settings, costumes, and
14. The Effect of the New Stagecraft on Amateur
Dramatics .
15. Stap;ecraft, An Extra Classroom Activity .
Industrial Arts Magazine, April 1924, p. 152-4.
I
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raechanlcal effects were not Just as Important as the
acting. So, in order to encourage more cultural
thought and to accomplish at the same time much
technical training, he set the students to work on
miniature stages and properties, made from brlstol
board. It is true, as he says, that the reproduction
of an actual stage on a much smaller scale Is a problem
in itself. The miniature stages are equipped with foot-
lights and borders by the students in the electrical de-
partment. The advanced art students in the stagecraft
department design and paint the scenery and properties
with water colors. When the miniature stage, sets, and
"props" are finished to perfection, they are sent to the
woodworking class to be used as models. Here the students
build the "simplest and strongest scenery, always keeping
In mind the hard usage it will receive. " If stairs are
called for, they build them making them collapsible or
sectional to facilitate moving them on and off the
stage. They even make flowers! The electrical class
equips the stages with border, strip, and flood lights
whenever necessary. "Rheostats are rigged up, end ex-
periments with dimming up and down are tried." They
c
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construct, size, and paint the flat pieces.
Many of you readers will no doubt be astonished
at the care and amount of work done In the above
schools prior to the actual scenery-building and
painting. None can deny the educational values,
but rather will wonder why more schools are not
doing the same. The answer Is In the school systems.
It takes years of planning and deciding before most
schools will change or add anything In the curricula.
That Is only one reason. Another, probably the most
Important, Is that In the schools described above
there Is perfect coordination among teachers, and
the cooperation Is one of willingness—a rare thing
In a large high school.
In an Issue of the Industrial Arts and Vocational
(16)
Guidance Magazine are actual Illustrations and prac-
tical descriptions of how to make Oriental settings.
Including: Box Throne, Chinese Throne, Footstools,
Assyrian and Greek, Etruscan and Roman, Japanese Tea
Stand, Chinese Tea Stand, Square Japanese Stand, Tall
Round Chinese Stand, Egypt ion Flyflappers or Fans,
and Assyrian Sets.
16, Sheets from a Stage Carpenter's Notebook
.
Kirk, August 1932, p. 235-9.
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The Theatre Magazine devotes a section each month
to "The Amateur's Green Room," conducted by Mr, M. E.
Kehoe. Very Interesting and unusual photographs of
high school productions are Included with most of the
articles.
Theatre Magazine Photographs of
High School Productions
May 1924, page 40. "The Mikado", produced by the
Mechanics Arts High School of St. Paul.
Act I:— "Light colored drapes before a series of
flats painted as a Japanese screen, the whole flooded
with canary lighting."
Act II:— "Called for more architectural units, which
were kept as simple as consistent with the suggestion of
Japanese motifs. Under supervision of Ralph E. Smalley."
September 1924. page 4o. "The Medicine Show", by
Stuart Walker; "The Imaginary Invalid", by Moliere; pro-
duced at Hinsdale Township High School, Illinois.
December 1924. page 41. "A Knight of the Burning
Pestle", by Beaumont and Fletcher, produced at Horace
Mann School, New York.
c
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January 1925. page 40. "The Rivals", "by Sheridan,
done by the senior class of the Warren Easton Boys* High
School. They used a setting of drapes, aided by folding
screen.
January 1925. pap:e hli Four scenes from "Twelfth
Night", produced by Berkley High School, Berkley, Calif-
ornia. They used the same set piece, with slight changes
and additions for each scene.
April 1925. papte 41. "Prunella", performed by the
North High School, Minneapolis. The settings and prop-
erties were by Ralph E. Small ey, St. Paul.
January 1926, page 39. "The Merchant of Venice".
The set was constructed by the students of the San Jose
High School, San Jose, California. "The general tone of
the set was gray, stippled in rose and green."
March 1927. page 16A. James T. Powers as Bob Acres.
March 1927. page 45. "Why the Chimes Rang."
September 1927. page 49. Educational Puppetry.
November 1927. page 47. "What Men Live By", by Leo
Tolstoi; produced at the John A. Johnson High School,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
May 1928. page 49. "The Admirable Crichton", pro-
1
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duced at the Fairfax High School, Hollywood, California.
December 1928. page 50* "Sir David Wears a Crown",
by Stuart Walker, produced at the Thomas Jefferson Junior
High School, Cleveland, Ohio.
February 192 9 « pap^e 49. "Jeanne D*Arc", produced
at the Santa Barbara High School, California. "The
entire production was the work of students."
February 1929. page 49. "Exodus", a Biblical play,
produced at The Central High School, Blnghamton, N. Y.
April 1929. page 50. "Kings In Nomanla", Perclval
Wild, produced at the Thomas Jefferson Junior High School,
Cleveland, Ohio.
April 1929. page 50. "The Pled Piper of Hamelln".
April 1929. page 51* "Alice in Wonderland."
July 1930. page 632. "The Lamp and the Bell" by Edna
St. Vincent Millay, produced at the East Orange High School.
The Drama Photographs of
High School Productions
December 1925. page 99* "The Rose of the Alhambra",
"He", produced by the Los Angeles High School Players.
March 1928. page 179. "Kismet", "The Witching Hour",
i
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"The Garden of Paradise", "As It Was In the Beginning",
Twelfth Night", produced by the Walnut Hills High School,
Cincinnati.
April 1928. page 218. "Trelawney of the Wells",
produced by Senior Class of Quincy Senior High School, 111,
May 1928. page 257. " The Kingdom of Books", "The
Gateway", produced by the Central High School, Cleveland.
January 1929. page 118. Model of a Roman Theatre.
It was built by the Stagecraft class at the New Drier
High School, 1927-28. "The little model is made of Cuban
cedar, except for the roof which is corrugated board with
the underside cut away, and is in the scale of one inch
to one foot. All of the more than a thousand pieces were
shaped with a Jeweler's saw and pocket knives, and were
both glued and bradded into place. The wall surfaces
were covered with Jesso modelled into stone with a wooden
knitting needle. A similar method was used in making the
road about the building. The tiny figures and the family
charest and horses are made of Ivory soap, the latter
painted with sealing wax. The wells by the road are
filled with what Beems to be water coming from the mouths
of grotesque heads."
r
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March 1929, page 130. "Gods of the Mountains" by
Dunsany, produced at Kansas City, Missouri,
March 1929, page 179. "Egypt's Eyes", Constance
G. Wilcox, Central Senior High School.
April 1929. page 213. "She Stoops to Conquer",
Quincy High School, Quincy, Illinois.
Photographs of High School Productions
in Other Magazines
Educational Review, June 1929, page 1. "The Holy
Grail", produced at the Lindblom High School, Chicago.
Survey. September 1. 1928, pages 550-553. "Dr.
Faustus" by Christopher Morley, produced at the Walden
School, New York.
Photographs of High School Productions
in Books
Educational Dramatics
Tower, Donald M.
Pages 68 and 169. Scenes from "A Midsummer Night's
Dream", produced at Central High School, Binghamton, N.Y.
Pages 81 and 112. Scenes from "If I Were King" by
jg. H. McCarthy. Produced at McKlnley High School, .7ash.,D.
cc
i
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Pap:e 103. "Winter Dust", Walter C. Roberts; pro-
duced at Central High School, Blnghamton, ^^ew York,
Page 130. Act III "In the Octagon", Frank P. Rand;
produced at North High School, Fort Worth, Texas.
Page 139. "The Brat", Maud Fulton; produced at East
St. Louis High School.
Page 187. "Man or Mouse", Owen Lee; produced at
East St, Louis High School.
Page 204, Act II "The Admirable Crlchton", J, M.
Barrle; produced at Central High School, Blnghamton, N. Y,
Papce 226, "Billy's Tombstone", George Cameron; Central
High School, Blnghamton, New York,
Creative Expression
John Day Co.. 1930
Pa^es 151-153. 160, 286-287 > 293. 313. Puppet Shows,
Pages 240-241, "Gods of the Mountains", "Twelfth
Hlght", "Birthday of the Infanta", "In a Persian Garden",
"Why the Chimes Rang", and "The Flower of Yeddo",
Page 294, Egyptian Properties.
Pap:es 295. 315. Stained Glass Windows.
Page 310. Setting for "Sleep-Walklng Scene".
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Pap;e 312> "The Fan."
Page 318. A Stage.
Pap;e 320. "The Hour Glass."
Pase 320. "La Ballade Des Pendus."
Page 336. "Sorrows of iians."
Do you wonder that boys and girls like to go to
school now? What Is more Important—do you wonder that
educators now accept dramatics as a valuable form of
education? If you still wonder, read on about Pageantry,
and tell me, if you can, what could be more educational
and entertaining at the same time.
J
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CHAPTER V PAGEANTRY
Pageants are seen as community productions more
often than as productions In schools. Yet pageants
wherever given are basically educational. No mat-
ter how many times the same pageant Is given there
Is always the Irresistible Invitation to experiment.
Miss Bates Is the foremost authority on pageantry
here In this country. Not only has she written books
on the subject, but she has also written and produced
several noteworthy pageants. In her book, "Pageants
and Pageantry", she lauds this phase of dramatic art
as being a valuable form of high school entertainment.
"In Its nature, methods, and aim, It Is much to be pre-
ferred to the plays, fairs, and exhibitions often given..
...The instruction in history, science, language, art, and
literature is direct and vital. Pupils live in the scenes
they are rendering or witnessing. The process is construe
tive, not analytical, because the appeal is to all the
faculties. Such a strong Interest is certain to have a
profound influence on the reading of the pupil, and often
dramatic, literary, or artistic ability is discovered."
1. Pageants and Pageantr?/ , by Esther Wlllard Bates,
and William Orr.
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A pageant Is something more than a play. Miss
(2)
Bates defines It as "a dramatic representation of
several scenes, either tableaux or miniature Integral
dramas which are unified by prologue." Important
contributions to the producing of pageants are the
Interludes of |>uslc and dancing.
The Importance of pageantry to educational drama-
tics can not be over-stressed. Few enough high schools
take advantage of this form of entertainment.
Miss Bates advises making scrapbooks v/lth clip-
pings descriptive of pageants, costumes, and historic
details. "Whenever his invention flags, and his pro-
ducing methods grow commonplace, he takes up his scrap-
book and begins to read, --not to copy, but to get his
(3)
imagination back to work again."
Grac€k D. Hallock emphasizes that a pageant differs
from a play in that It is "much wider In its scope. When
(A)
we thinfe of pageants we think of color."
What could be more educational and fascinating than
to view a pageant of Longfellov^ ' s "Evangeline" on the
(5)
banks of the Teche Itself in Louisiana? This
pageant was dramatized by "descendants of the very
^
2. Ibid. p. 8.
3. The Art of Producing Pageants . Esther Wlllard
Bates, p. 248.
4. Dramatizing Child Health , Grace D. Hallock, p. 259.
5. Community Dramati c Activities , E. Armes;
Theatre Maga21n6, October 192^.
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Acadians exiled from Nova Scotia who actually found
settlement there, 'far to the southward*. This happened
In the Iberian Parish Pageant given by the people of New
Iberia, Louisiana."
Through the Intense research work necessary for the
writing of a good pageant, facts are being unearhed, old
traditions are found not exact, as was the case with Pro-
fessor Baker when he wrote "The Pilgrim Spirit".
On November 11, 1921, at G-reenvllle, was produced
a pageant of the history of upper South Carolina. Seven
counties of the Piedmont section were represented, over
3,000 people taking part. "In it were correlated many
of the traditions and legends, and historic episodes and
stirring romance of South Carolina's past, with the special
arts of music, dancing, painting, and costume designing, so
that the whole was made one poem.... For the school children
of the seven counties it was an epoch-making event, a holi-
day they will doubtless never forget. For the hundreds of
ii
mill workers taking part, it meant the dawn of a new day."
"In the Piedmond section," said Mr. L. P. Hollis, executive
chairman of the celebration, "we have historical and tra-
ditional facts which rival in interest and Importance the
6. Theatre Ma/2;azine , "Community Dramatic Activities",
Ethel Armes, February 1922, p. 112.

gripping stories children now study in school." It is
to be expected of an outdoor stage that it exceeds in
size that of a stage in a building. The stage for this
production was 300 feet long by 170 feet deep.
Miss Margaret Baker arranged The Pageant of Troy
for about forty speaking roles and 150 participants.
She produced the pageant at the Parker High School,
(7)
Chicago.
Back in 1922, Elderdice wrote a Thanksgiving
pageant entitled, "The Sheathing of the Sword".
The producing of the G-eorge Washington Pageant
in Ottowa, Kansas, bought forth this comment from one
of its directors, "A big community pageant is the most
effective means of bringing together all of the religious,
(8)
educational, and civic elements of a city."
The pageant, "The Importance of Being Happy", was
written by Mrs. C. G. Marsh for a cast of 50 children.
It is the story of a girl's Lost Temper, a comedian in
a Harlequin costume.
Three thousand actors took part in The Florida
Historical Pageant given in 1922 on the banks of the
(9)
St. Johns River. Miss Armes remarked, "When every-
7. NotaiPle Productions in High Schools . Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, JanuHry 1925, p. 42.
8. Community Dramatic Activities , E. Armes,
Theatre Magazine, June 1922.
9. Ibid., August 1922.
t
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thing Is said, there is but one effective way to show
the picture to old and young alike—that one way is
to teach history—and that is through dramatics and
pageantry. Quite apart from the presentation of the
pageant, the educational value of its several months'
preparation work has meant for Jacksonville a sig-
nificant development of community effort and worth-
while achievement."
A most radical change has taken olace in the com-
(10)
mencement at the Central High School of Cleveland.
The students and faculty members wanted a substitute
for the usual program of speakers. Just read this
outspoken, only too true, statement of theirs. "For
a majority of students, commencement is the most
important event in the school life—why should the
school desert the student on his graduation night by
subjecting him to the ranting of a speaker who usually
knows so little about the student and his problems?"
I am sorry the name of this chapter is "Pageantry",
or you would never have guessed what the change in
commencement was.
In the place of a speaker, the school gives a
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pageant which is written by Walter L. Blssell, head
of the English Department,
"Here was Instruction made entertaining, wisdom
without ostentation, advice without egotism—here was
(11)
an effect a speaker could not hope to rival."
The advantage of an annual pageant at commencement
Is because It Is the work of the whole school. These
are the steps taken:
1. Pageant Is selected.
2. Class In Stagecraft designs model seta.
3. Best model selected by a committee.
4. Model given to Department of Msmual Training,
who construct It.
5« Set painted and decorated by Stagecraft class.
6. Department of Art designs costumes,
7- Sewing class makes costumes,
8# Department of Music plans music. Important
because of the tableaux and dances.
9» Physical Education Instructors teach dance step
10, Department of Physics— stage lighting.
The students have constructed light boxes, spot-
lights, color wheels, and other equipment.
11. ibid.
ic
(
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I wish I could follow the example set dov/n by
newspapers and say, "Out-of-town high schools, please
copy."
The Scarborough School features an annual Christ-
mas Pageant, a dramatic presentation of the Nativity,
(12)
in which the entire school participates.
The pageant, "Youth's Heritage", was written by
Allie E, Kelleher, of the English Department, and pro-
duced by her school, Santa Barbara High School, in
California, In it are chances for Impersonations of
Socrates, Columbus, Shakespeare. This pageant had
an audience of 5,000 people and a cast of 400 students.
The pageant combined all the allied arts of the theatre;
research art in abundance, dancing, song, instrumental
music, and speech. The history department assumed the
research work for the pageant, the art department drew
sketches for the costumes, which the home economics
department executed; the classes in shop turned wash
boilers into armour, and the art department applied gold
paint to a garden hose, added a funnel, more gold
paint, and behold, a trumpet J"
People who have ever had anything to do with a
12. Amateur News from Coast to Coast , The Drama,
March 1927, p. 181.
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pageant are fully aware of the Innumerable properties
needed. For that reason I am going to set down a refer-
ence which It will be well to remember if you ever have
to experiment with materials in order to make properties
for your pageant, "Inexpensive Costumes for Plays and
Pageants" by Nina B, Lamkin in Playground , April 22,
page 30, and May 22, page 77. Miss Lamkin lists ways
of using newspapers, wrapping paper, paper sacks, crepe
paper, paste board, gunny sack, cheese cloth, unbleached
muslin, canton and outing flannel, sateen flowered
material, cambric, tarletan and mosquito netting, foot-
wear, beads, com, magazine advertisements. Excellent
for people wanting to experiment for effects in an inex-
pensive way. Very practical hints for making all sorts
of costumes.
A review of this chapter will show that surprisingly
few schools produce pageants. As is shown here, it gives
opportunity for much experimenting in every field of edu-
cation . Is it that schools do not know about them, or
is it that there is a lack of sufficient cooperation
among teachers of the various subjects?
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CHAPTER VI TOURNAMENTS AND CONTESTS
Walter Hartwlg started what Is known as a "play-
tournament" ten years ago. In 1923, when he organized
the National Little Theatre Tournament in New York.
Since then the Idea has spread, and has been made use
of by other than little theatre groups. The tourna-
ment has been welcomed with open arms by high schools
all over the United States. The advantages of such are
numerous, and the disadvantages usually center around
the item of expense.
Each year this form of dramatics becomes more and
more popular. Students delight in this opportunity to
do something that is commended not only by schools in
general, but also by their own schools. The competitive
spirit in these school contests is always one of good
sportsmanship, being all the more important and valuable
because the students see that they are not the only
people to be considered, but that others do work just
as artistic.
There are variations of the original "play tour-
r.
G
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nament" movement started a decade ago; play contests
In a single school; playwriting contests; and radio
play contests; Inter-sctiolast Ic tournaments, tourna-
ments In schools In single states, and tournaments
through various parts of the United States. In
reading several articles and books on the subject,
I find that "tournament" and "contest" are used
Interchangeably
•
Miss Jessie A. Southard of Montpeller, Vermont,
taught In a small high school, yet managed to produce
a certain number of plays. She managed this by the
means of a play contest, open to the three upper classes.
Three plays were selected by the dramatic coach, each of
them being unlike except in difficulty. Lots were
chosen by the three class presidents, and tryouts were
announced. A student coach and property manager were
chosen from each class. The problems of production
such as lighting, costuming, and properties were left
to the Judgment of the students, who were free to ask
the advice of the teacher. Since the first contest,
the plays have been so well liked, that the Woman's
Club now offers two cash prizes for the two best plays.
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whlch are given at assembly. It has "been decided that
no member of the faculty take active part in the pre-
paration of the play, although they may be called on
for advice.
There is now what Is known as the New England
High School Tournament. This tournament was started
by Miss Flora F. Curtis of the Pawtucket, Rhode
Island, High School.
A drama coach is elected by drama coaches in
each New England state that wishes to Join. This
teacher is In charge of running the preliminaries
in her state. Usually she appoints a date and place
for the plays. Miss Barbara Wellington of the Senior
High School in Fall River is in charge of the plays
given by Massachusetts entrants. This year, for the
second year, Emerson College of Oratory has consented
to hold "Massachusetts Drama Day" in its college in
Boston,
Miss Wellington sent 12? letters to various high
schools, stating that the first twelve to enter would
be accepted. These twelve meet (this year on April 8)
and each group produces a one-act play.
t
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B. M. C. Durfee High School
Fall River, Massachusetts
Charles V. Carroll, Principal
January 31, 1933.
Director of Dramatics
Senior High School
My Dear Sir:
I have received the following letter from Miss
Marion Sawyer, Director of Dramatics, Manchester
Central High School.
"For several years past there has been held in
Pawtucket, R. I., a very delightful affair called New
England Drama Day. It is a contest in acting and play
production for high schools; but it is much more than
that. The emphasis has been increasingly on the valu-
able results to be gained by bringing together from all
over New England, young people. .. interested in drama-
tics, for the observation of work done elsewhere, and
for the inspiration that comes with an exchange of ideas
and Ideals. So much Interest was shown that the large
number of schools competing grew unwieldy, and it became
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dlfflcult to Judge fairly twenty or more plays in
a day and a half."
Last year Pawtucket asked me to hold a prelim-
inary contest for the schools in lilassachusetts who
wished to compete. The two winning schools entered
the final New England contest which was won by Man-
chester, N. H. This year that school has offered to
hold the New England Dramatic Day at the Central High
School in May.
Emerson College of Oratory has again consented
to house our Massachusetts elimination round in Boston,
Mass. on April 8. I am sending a copy of this letter
to all the Group 1 and 2 high schools, i.e., in the
cities and towns having a population of over 5000.
Since only 12 plays can be given in one day, places
on the program will be reserved for the first twelve
schools applying. We hope your school will be inter-
ested.
If you let me know soon that you may be able to
enter a one act play in Massachusetts Drama Day, I will
be glad to supply all Information concerning entrance
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fees, rules, etc. We should receive all applications
by February 15.
Cordially yours,
(Signed) Barbara Wellington,
Director of Drama.
This year on April 8 at the Massachusetts Drama
Day at Emerson College, Acting-President Harry Seymour
Ross of the College made this statement in his address,
"It is the common thing today that worthwhile plays
are presented by schools." This year it was decided
to have a regular committee appointed, and Miss
Barbara Wellington of Durgee High in Fall River was
elected President. Definite rules were decided, such
as paying entrance fees, and the like.
For presentation of the plays, the curtains were
used throughout, and each cast brought their necessary
properties and costumes. Medals were awarded by Emer-
son College for individual acting in each cast.
These plays were produced this year by Massachu-
setts high schools:
—
r.
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Whitman High School— "Gilt Edged"; Agnes Peterson,
Revere High School--"Glorla Mundl"; Patricia Brown;
a prize.
Uxbrldge High School Little Theatre Club— "The
Wasp"; Essex Dane.
Arlington High School--"Hlghness" ; Ruth Glorloff;
a prize.
Watertown High School
—
"My Lady's Lace"; Edward
Kno block.
Marblehead High School— "Trifles"; Susan Glaspell.
Hlngham High School-- "G-randma Pulls the Strings";
E. D. Delano and D, C. Garb.
Durfee High School— "The Bishop's Candlesticks";
Norman McKlnnell.
There Is a drama tournament for the high schools
of Portland, Oregon. This was begun by Dean Collins,
the dramatic critic of a Portland newspaper, the aim
of which was "to support the spoken drama In the future,
and to aid actively In Its comeback." The following
rewards were offered:—a bust of Shakespeare for the
school doing the best work In a one act play; a cup
cc
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I
for the best all around dramatic excellence; and a
(1)
cup for the best Individual performance.
True experimenting has been carried on by a group
of amateurs, the members of the New England Grange
Lecturers' Conference. They decided to give over two
sessions to a new project, the producing of what they
called "Home Talent Plays". They have become so enthu-
siastic over the idea of giving plays wherever meetings
happen to be held, that they are planning ways of making
their various halls suitable to their needs. As one man
expressed it, "So important does the play loom in our
lives today that we cannot be daunted by such slight
obstacles as lack of stage curtains, electricity, or
adequate settings." They made scenery with screens
of wall-board and unbleached muslin. .
Quite similar to this was the New Hampshire Rural
Play Tournament, which about seventy community organiz-
ations Joined. In the finals, nine out of the ten
counties of the state were represented. The irules of
this contest were:
1. One-act, non-royalty plays prepared by the
Community Drama Service of New York;
1. Defenders of the Drama , Carl Pierce,
Baker's Drama Gram , Vol. VIII, No. 1, p. 27.
c
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2« "Counties were asked to have at least four
entries before one county contest."
3. Once a cast entered the tournament. It was
required to continue. If successful.
4. Entrants were confined to grangers, women's
clubs, farm bureaus, drama groups, and 4 H clubs.
5. Three cash prized were awarded as follows:
#50, $25, $15.
"Neighbors" was the most popular play in the finals.
(2)
Mr. Stevens, who tells about the Tournament, says,
"The most significant feature was the reaction of the
crowd to the final performance, 'The Boor'. The
Judges. .. .must have had to steel themselves against
the applause that followed. To me, this reaction of
the audience was fresh proof that the old style of
rural play is doomed. It will go, as the horse and
buggy have gone, for a swifter medium. The transition
will not, of course, be Immediate; but it has begun."
The above is the account of the first New Hamp-
shire Tournament. They have changed the rules, and
now Include royalty plays; they also run a separate
contest for young people. The highest possible scores
2. Baker's Drama-Gram. Volume VII, No. 2, p. 79.
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are 60^ for acting, 25% for team play, and 15% for
stage-craft.
Quite different than any of the fore-mentioned la
a contest for high school production of Shakesperlan
plays. The contest has been held each year at the
University of California. Beginning with the 1924-25
school year, there has been a series of one-act plays
produced with casts from high schools from all parts
(3)
of the state.
On March 10, 11, and 12, 1927, was held the Colorado
Little Theatre Tournament. The following high schools
entered:
Skinner Junior High of Denver— "Station YYYY^;
Booth Tarklngton.
South Denver High School Players— "Wreckage";
H. Hartley Mauners.
Black Masque Dramatic Club of North Denver High
—
"Poor Maddalena"; Louise Saunders. A winner.
Sterling High School players— "The Valiant";
Hall and Middlemass.
Of the sixteen groups competing in the third Amateur
Players Prize Contest, April 25 at Pittsburgh for the
3. Notable Productions by Hip:h Schools , Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925, p. 4l.
4. News of Contests and Tournaments , The Drama ,
April 1927, p. 211.
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I
best producing of a one-act play, these two schools
(5)
were entered:
The Oliver High School Dramatic Clul)--"Mrs. Pat
and the Law",
Kensington Junior High School Players, "Nevertheless".
The year 1927 was a year significant for the nember
of tournaments open to secondary schools.
New York University acted as host to secondary
school dramatic organizations in the Second Annual Con-
test of one-act plays, sponsored by the Washington Square
Players "with a view to developing sportsmanship in drama-
tics by introducing the competitive spirit ... .Emphasis
lies chiefly upon interpretation rather than upon scenic
(6)
display."
At the University of North Carolina, March 24, 25, and
26 was held the Second Annual State Dramatic Tournament of
(7)
the Carolina Dramatic Association. First day. Religious
Drama; second day, High School Drama; third day. College
and Community Drama. Entered in the tournament were 47
(8)
high schools, nine colleges, and five community clubs.
The second day was devoted to High School Drama, with
contests in original plays. Of the 47 high schools repre-
6. Contest and Tournaments , The Drama , Jan. 1927, p. 120.
7. Theatre Magazine
.
May 1927, p. 45. Also, The Drama .
May 1927, p. 256.
8. The Amateur's G-reen Room , Theatre Magazine , May 1927,
p. 45.
€
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sented,tlie following were the winners:
Seaboard High School--"Walnut Boards", Wllllani Long.
Ashevllle High School- -"Trial", Peggy Ann Williams,
The high school winners that same day In play pro-
duction were:
Players of Central High School, Charlotte--"jaza
and Minuet", by Ruth Glorloff
.
Dramatic Club of Derlta High School— "Last of the
Lowrles", Paul G-reen,
The Scarborough School has long been envied by
other schools for its remarkable work in drama. On
March 5, 1927, this school held a one-act play tour-
(9)
nament "confined to the schools In the district".
The school itself produced Yeats' "Land of Heart's
Desire".
The week of May 2, 1927 is remembered for the
National Little Theatre Tournament. Many of the plays
are those used constantly by high school students. The
following is a list of many of them, each followed by
(10)
the comments of the Theatre Magazine critic.
"The Drums of Oude"—Austin Strong. "An antiquated
choice for a tournament; a vehicle creaking In its Joints,
9 . Amateur Theatre News from Coast to Coast s
The Drama, March 1927, p.
10. Theatre Magazine , July 1927, p. 43.
\
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melodramatic.
"
"The Fools Errand"—Eulalle Spence.
"Confesslon"--Kenyon Nicholson,
"The Giant's Stair"—Wilbur Daniel Steele.
"Manikin and Minikin"—Alfred Kreymborg. "Over-
worked by amateur groups."
"Disraeli"—Louis H. Parker, Act III.
"The Immortal Beloved"--Marti a Leonard, "Brilliant
dialogue".
"The Second Act."
"History, As Was"--Maurice Marks. "No Little
Theatre Group would care to do this play again, we hope .
"
"Values"—Alda Rodman DeMllt. "Entirely lacking
in value."
"Mr. Sampson"--Charles Lee. A winner. "Utter
whimsicality.
"
"The Delta Wife"—Walter McLellan.
"Jazz and Minuet"—Ruth Giorloff . Presented by the
Charlotte High School
.
Charlotte, North Carolina.
"Off Col'uh"--Amy L. "eber.
"The Last of the Lowrles"—Paul Green; Derlta High
School, Derlta, North Carolina,
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"Tkie Stronger"—St rindberg.
"Waltln* "--Elizabeth Copmaun.
Brlgham Young University at Provo, Utah, con-
ducted a State High School Dramatic Tournament In
(11)
June 1927, In which twelve high schools competed.
The contest lasted four nights. The winners were:
1st prize — Richfield High School -- "The
Vallant"--Hall and Mlddleness.
2nd prize Ephralm High School -- "The Girl"—
Edward Peple,
3rd prize— Provo High School "Two Crooks
and a Lady"—Eugene Plllot.
In 1927, the Second Annual Dramatic Contest for
Secondary Schools was held under the auspices of the
(12)
Washington Square College Players. The entrants
were:
Dramatic Club of Mount Vernon High School — "Our
Aunt from California"—Madeline Barnum.
Senior Dramatic Club of Commercial High School,
New Haven, Connecticut— "The Taming of the Shrew".
Washington High School, of Rldgefleld Park, New
11. Theatre Magazine . June 1927", "p"^. ' 45
.
12. Theatre Mapgazlne . July 1927, p. 45.
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Jersey, — "A Night at an Inn"—Lord Dunsany.
Pawtucket High School, Pawtucket, Rhode Island—
"The Pot Boiler" (winner) —Alice Gertsenberg.
Port Washington High School — "Maypole Morning"
—
Harold Brlghouse (for the first time In America),
East Orange High School — "Lonesome-Like" (winner)
—
Harold Brlghouse,
Dramatic Club of Montclair High School — "Bimbo,
the Pirate" by Booth Tarklngton (winner).
Plalnfleld High School — "The Valiant" — Hass
and Middleness,
At the First Annual Florida Little Theatre Tour-
nament, held in March 30, 31, April 1 and 3, the following
schools and plays were entered:
Robert E. Lee Junior High School — "Washingtonia".
Drama Class of Miami High School — "Caleb Stone's
Death Watch" — Prize for best scenic effect by the
simplest means.
These plays were given by adult groups: "The Master-
piece", "The Trysting Place", "The Valiant", "The Vanish-
ing Princess", "Evening Dress Indispensable", "The Flat-
tering Word", "Buying Culture".
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(13)
The Theatre Magazine Instances a tournament
entered Into by 15 groups, the winners being:
"The Cajun" — 1st prize.
"The Giant's Stair"—Steele— 2nd prize.
"Riders to the Sea"—Lady Gregory—3rd prize.
"His Inheritance"—James H. Parker- -Original.
In another tournament, held at Washington University
the same month, "The Giant's Stair" was winner again.
(14)
The others were "The Valiant" and "The Pine Tree".
The Fourth Annual Little Theatre Tournament was
conducted by the Ithaca Conservatory and Affiliated
Schools of Ithaca, New York, September 1927. There
were eleven plays from high schools throughout New
Yor^ State. This was sponsored by the Williams School
of Dramatic Art, one of the Conservatory's affiliations.
Preliminaries were held prior to the elimination con-
tests. The winners were admitted to the finals at
(15)
Ithaca. Prized were given to individuals for excep-
tionally good acting. This is a list of the schools,
together with the plays produced;
Corning Free Academy "Square Pegs" Clifford Bax.
Watking High School^j^'^Station YYYY" -- Tarkington^^
13. Theatre Magazine . July 1927, p. 44.
14. ibid., p. 45.
15. Amateur's Green Room ; Theatre Magazine , Sep-
tember 1927, p. 48.
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Elmlra Free Academy — "The ^our Glass "--Yates.
Horaell High School — "The Valiant"—Hall and
Middlemass.
Mexico Academy and High School — "Not Quite Such
a G-oose"- -Elizabeth G-ale.
Schenectady High School — "The Trysting Place"
—
Tarklngton.
Birmingham High School — "The Flattering Word"
1st prize.
Oneida High School "The Managers"—J. C. Lincoln,
— prize.
Ten Broeck Academy of Franklinville, New York, —
"The Valiant".
Ilion High School -- "The Trysting Place".
Elmira Heights High School — "Not Quite Such a Choose"
Following is a list of five tournaments, with the
results
:
June 1928- -Dramatic Contest for Secondary Schools at
Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
Technical High School, Providence, R. I. "Grandma
Pulls the Strings"—Edith B. Delano and David Garb.
East Providence High School, Providence, R. I.— "A
c
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Night at an Inn"- -Lord Dunsany—2nd prize.
Brldgewater High School, Brldgewater, Mass., "Dawn"
—
Perclval Wilde.
Durfee High School, Fall River, Mass. , --"Mine Friend"—
Original, by Alice Flncham.
(16)
October 1928; The Drama
High School at Pont lac, Michigan— "Gappy Ricks" by
Edward E. Rose.
High School at Mount Morris, Illinois— "The Whole
Town's Talking"—Anita Loos.
High School at Manistee, Michigan— "Captain Apple-
jack"—Walter Hackett,
Piedmont High School, California--"Clnderalla Married"—
Rachel Field; "The Land of Heart's Desire"— W. B. Yeats;
"The Clod"—Lewis Beach.
New Drier High School, Wlnnetka, Illinois— "So This
is London".
(17)
Winners at a Tournament Held at Washin/^ton, D. C. :
Central High School -- "Take My Advice".
McKlnley High School -- "Officer 666".
Eastern High School— "Roblna in Search of a Husband",
16. "High School Notes " p. 24,
17. The Drama. October 1929, p. 21.
c
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Buslness High School— "It Pays to Adveirtise"—winner.
Winners at Wisconsin Dramatic Guild Festival, March
rm
1930 ;
St. John's Military Academy of Delafleld— "Nerves".
Antigo High School—"The Weak Spot".
Original one -act— "The Soap-Stone God"—David Fay.
Dramatic Day. Saturday. Inarch 29. 1930:
"A Wedding"—John Kirckpat rick- -Dean Academy, Franklin, Mass.
"Kleptomaniac"—Margaret Cameron, Central Falls H. S., R. I.
"Poor Maddalena"—Louise Saunders—Berlin Senior High School.
"The Last of the Lowrles"—Frederick Koch—Woonsocket Senior
High School.
"A Minuet"—Louis N, Parker—Port Washington High School.
"The Flattering Word"—G-eorge Kelly—Commercial High School,
Providence, R. I.
"A Tryst Ing Place"--Booth Tarkington- -Warwick High School.
"The Man Without a Head"—Lloyd Tanhouser and Thomas J.
Foster, Jur., Durfee High School.
"Hero-Worship"--Francls Harges- -Technical High School,
Providence, R. I,
"'Op 0' My Thumb"—D. Finn and R. Pryce—Pawtucket Senior
High School.
"Where the Cross is Made"—Eugene O'Neill—East Providence
High School, R. I.
18. The Drama
.
May 1930, p. 246.
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Now let us change the scene and go away off to
Missouri. There the prospective high school entrants
to the district contest must first of all submit the
plays for the approval of the teachers' college. The
university issues a list of plays to be chosen from for
entrance to the state contest. "The standards set by
the educational authorities are resulting in better
(19)
plays.
"
Miss E. D. Rockwell is in full charge of amateur
theatricals in North Carolina. She conducts an annual
Dramatic Tournament in the spring. "The preliminaries
are played throughout the state until only one club
in the Eastern Division, and one in the Western Division
is left champion of its section. These winners play off
for the state championship at the annual Dramatic Insti-
tute which has been held the past three years at the new
(20)
State Theatre in Chapel Hill."
In Fall River, Massachusetts, dramatics has not as
large a following as should be expected in a city of its
size, but what enthusiasm it has is very generous and
appreciative. Four of the city's local organizations
sponsored and offered prized for two tournaments.
19, The Drama in Education—Dr. Henry S. Curtis,
School and Society, June 22, 1929.
20. Harlequinodin^ in North Carol ina--E. T. Rockwell,
Theatre Magazine, January 1927.
f)
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The first was an Original High School Play Contest,
sponsored by a theatre. The other. In 1927, was spon-
sored by the local radio station for the best radio
play. Durfee High is believed to have been the first
school ever to write plays especially for the micro-
phone. These were the prize plays:
"Jeanne"—Gwendolyn Healy.
"Trifling with Jane"—G-race Isherwood.
"The Green Domino "--Leonora Leary.
As a whole, the high school tournament movement in the
United States may easily be summed up in the words of Lennox
Robinson, after Judging the New England Drama Day at Emerson
College, 1930, "I cry to the world, are there no comedies
In America?"
Drama tournaments are not unknown in England. A repre-
sentative of the Committee who compiled a book on Educational
(21)
Dramatics, attended a contest which was being held under
the auspices of the British Drama League,
"The last performance of the evening was the Trial
Scene from The Merchant of Venice, and I was amazed by
the extraordinary force and sincerity of Shylock. . .There
21. Drama as an Instrument of Education , "The Drama
in Adult Education", pages 162-3.
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were other Impressive scenes in particular, scenes
from the Andromache My amazement was greater when I
learned that The Merchant of Venice had been produced
ty a boys' club in one of the worst parts of the East
End, and the Shylock who had so thrilled me was a boy
of 16. The Andromache had been given by a working
girls* club in a very poor neighborhood. And I thought
of these boys and girls taking into their poor homes the
beauty and splendour of two of the world's greatest master-
pieces, and of all that it must mean in the enrichment of
their lives. If I had any doubt as to the power of the
drama as an instrument of education in its highest sense,
it was resolved that evening.''
Even as I am writing, people in different parts of the
United States and in England are planning future play
tournaments. They are looking for ways to improve them.
Tournaments at the present time have such a high rating
that all high schools count it a privilege to join, as
indeed it is.
The benefits are innumerable, and it would be trite
to list them. Lifet all the advantages of dramatics in
II
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hlgh schools -then add several items more '
Do not let us get too enthused with tournaments
for a while yet. It is time to glance at the organi-
zations which make the tournaments so popular and
successful.
1
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CHAPTER VII EDUCATIONAL DRAI.IATIC ORGANIZATIONS
Roy Mitchell has written "The School Theatre",
a book which Is Invaluable to the amateur producer.
This book Is dedicated to such teachers as those who
recognize that the "present opportunity is with the
schools." "It is for the teacher who has seen the
possibilities of the theatre as an aid to the school,
who has seen that an apprenticeship to any of its
branches can help the pupil, can give him creative
and interpretative courage, can develop his sense
of co-operation and his ability to subordinate him-
self to a common end; for the teacher who has the
imagination to perceive how much a generation so
trained can give to the life of its town and country."
The teacher for whom Mr. Mitchell's book has been
written is the sort of teacher who finds the forming
of a Dramatic Club a factor of primary importance in
educational work. Mr. Dean has written a pamphlet
consisting of notes concerning what has been found
to be the most successful type of high school drama-
The School Theatre—Roy Mitchell,
Brentano*s, New York, 1925.
I
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(2)
tic club.
He Is In perfect agreement with those directors
who allow only Juniors and seniors to be active members
of the club. The time to start choosing, however, is
when the students are freshmen and sophomores. Each
student should be given a reading tryout, a preliminary
tryout, and tryouts for minor parts in a play and in
one major production. It is very good if this takes
approximately an entire school year, and it is in ac-
cordance with most of the dramatic clubs because it
makes membership "an honor of real distinction." After
the general tryout, the successful students Join the
"apprentice group of actors", and the seniors coach
them in a one- act play for a club meeting. Mr. Dean
also advises time sheets for the "heelers", i.e.,
Manager, and Production Manager. The choice of plays
should be made by the Executive Committee.
It is indeed amusing to think back to fifteen
(3)
years ago when, as Mr. Clark tells us, "The production
of amateur plays in schools and colleges was a more or
less sporadic phenonemon, usually looked upon by the
school authorities as something in the nature of an
2. The High School Drama Club—Alexander Dean,
Walter H. Baker Co., 1933.
3, The Amateur Stage , "The Changing American View-
point", by Barret H. Clark, Theatre Magazine, November
1927, p. 47.
t
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escapade on the part of pupils too lazy to work."
It is all the more strange, in view of the present
day universally approved endorsement of dramatics as an
educational process.
Mr. R. C. Hunter who, in 1926, was Chairman of the
High School Survey for the Drama League sent out a
(4)
questionnaire, formulated the following results:
During the past six years, "out of 251 plays
produced by 70 high schools enrolling less than 100
students each, there was included but one modem play
of literary merit, and but three accepted classics."
Authors No. of Schools
J. M. Barrie • 1
Sheridan. 1
Goldsmith. 1
Shakespeare. •••• • 1
Obscure or unknown 83%
Broadway Successes.. 17%
Mr. Hunter submitted a long list of plays indicating
the general quality of the dramatic material used by these
schools. Following are a few:
"A College Town", "The Cool Collegians", "A Couple
4, The Challenge of the High School to the College ,
R. C. Hunter, The Drama, April 1926, p. 274.
c
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of Millions", "Cupid at Vassar", "A Dear Boy",
"O-raduates", "Fascinating Fanny Brown", "Nothing
But The Truth", "Putting it Up to Patty", "Ruth
in a Rush", "Tommy's Wife".
Does such a report need any comment? It is
unfortunate that such were the results, although the
results of this questionnaire will probably be a
good comparison to use against the quality and fre-
quency of plays produced by high schools today. The
experimenting in such lines is becoming more and more
definite and certainly shows a definite advancement
over conditions of seven years ago.
Two years after Mr. Hunter's report. Miss Ward
asked, "Why has interest in the dramatic study of
(5)
literature been so slow in developing?" As usual,
the blame refers back to the Puritans who were of the
opinion that "anything delightful is unworthy of
serious consideration." According to Miss Ward,
remnants of that Puritan idea are still current in
the United States. To my mind, however. Miss Ward
comes nearer home in the following statement which
"if it doesn't quite hit the nail on the head, at
5 . The Next Act in Children's Dramatics , The
Drama, February 1928, p. 14?.
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(6)
least shows where the nail can be found." She said,
"Furthermore, schools always move slowly In making
changes In their courses of study,... In some schools
the authorities are not Indifferent; but actually
hostile to the Idea of adding dramatics to their
curriculum. What they have seen of It has not
prejudiced them In Its favor,.., The trouble In al-
most every Instance Is that the dramatic work has
been entirely exhlbltlonal. , . ,No one can blame the
heads of such schools for their antagonism," With
such plays "In aim. In method, In result, It Is
entirely at variance with educational dramatics.
The whole emphasis Is wrong," You will admit she
is right. After school authorities witnessed such
"classics" as the forementloned. Is It surprising
to find very little dramatics sponsored by those
authorities?
Recalling Mr, Hunter's report In 1926, we are
exceedingly Interested In another report he made of
(7)
the Drama League Survey of High Schools In 1928,
m
He again used the questionnaire method. Each cor-
6, Walt—Christopher Morley,
7. The Present Status of High School Drama ,
R. C. Hunter, The Drama, October 1928, p. 16,
rr
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respondent was asked to list by years over a six
year period the titles of all plays produced. Then
Mr. Hunter classed the plays:
(1) by obscure or unknown authors;
(2) Broadway successes;
(3) Standard modern plays;
(4) Classics;
(5) Adaptations.
"Eighty-six percent of all the plays produced
belonged to the first and second classes; that is to
say, only fourteen percent of the dramatic offerings
of the schools had any recognized standing as lit-
erature.." "It was further observed that four out of
every ten plays produced were by obscure or unknown
authors; whose writing was largely hack work in
turning out cheap entertainment material masquerading
as plays. • .bearing no relation either to the educa-
tional process or to an intelligent understanding of
the theatre and drama." This type of play was used
to the greatest extent in small schools. Only in
schools enrolling more than 1,000 students were
classics and standard modern plays used with any
#
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considerable frequency. Out of 2200 titles sub-
mitted, only about 460 were one-act plays .These
were confined almost entirely to the larger schools.
A special study of Shakesperian productions showed
a total of 45 performances, of which 30 were given
In the largest schools.
He gave three reasons for the still low standard
In choice of play:
1. A lamentable dearth of comprehension and
reliable bibliography of plays;
2. 75% of the answers said that "the choice was
usually made and the play produced with a view to
raising money for some external purpose;
3. Royalty."
Concerning the stages and auditoriums used, about
half were reported to be "fair", and half "poor". Only
14^ of the schools did not own their own auditoriums.
One of the major questions jin the questionnaire
was to determine "the status of dramatic activity".
Mr. Hunter found (1) that in 2/3 of the schools re-
porting, dramatic work is either wholly or chiefly
outside the regular program of studies. (2) That
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only In the larger schools are there any considerable
number of credit courses, devoted chiefly to dramatic
work, and (3) that in the schools of all sizes there
seems to be some disposition to give at least partial
credit to dramatic work,"
This report shows very little change in dramatics
in the course of two years. As Mr. Hunter did not say
where he sent the questionnaires, it is fairly safe to
assume that the same schools reported in both cases.
If such is true, there is little wonder at the results,
But if such is not the case, the seriousness of the
situation is apparent. These high school directors
have foolishly spent Just as much time and labor in
earnest efforts to produce plays very inferior to
what the same time, labor, and earnestness might have
brought forth. Such teachers need to be shown the way.
The evidently have the material, but not the working
knowledge. In order to experiment, more than the bare
materials are necessary; what is more important is a
fair knowledge of their potentialities.
It is satisfying to find that there are teachers
who are capable of experimenting with the given
#I
I'
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materlals; and it is of these teachers and their work
that the majority of discussion from now on will deal.
Mr. Kenneth McG-owan's survey of fourteen high
schools in Cleveland, alone, taken the same year as
Mr. Hunter's second survey, shows much more encourag-
(8)
ing results. In 1928, four hundred plays were pro-
duced by fourteen high schools of Cleveland. Over
100 plays were produced in one Cleveland high school
alone
•
In 1929, another survey by Mr. McGowan showed
that 93% of the schools which answered the questionnaire
reported courses in dramatics. "Ohio represents some-
thing nearer the average of the Middle West and perhaps
of the whole country. Of Ohio's 1,250 high schools,
650 do definite work in dramatics, according to Clarence
(9)
Stratton, head of the English Department in Cleveland,"
If, in about fifteen years, such advances have been
made, given another fifteen years what may we expect I
Mr. McGowan's concluding statements are here set forth
in order that the reader may compare them with the state-
ments made by Mr. Hunter. "Probably a third of the
22,000 high schools of America are studying and applying
8. Drama's New Domain—The High School, Harper's
Magazine, November 1929, pages 774-9.
9. ibid.
p
I
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production methods to a rather decent grade of play.
These 7,000 schools have definite courses with an
average of fifty students to a course..... A few large
cities, such as New York and Chicago, are doing their
best to neglect them (high school dramatics), ...but
California is easily the most active state in proportion
(10)
to population."
Replies from fifty high schools in California
showed Miss Kepple that not all the schools had drama
classes, although all were in the habit of producing
plays. She remarked, "Dramatic production for the
pupils and by the pupils is the keenest indoor compe-
(11)
tition that athletics is meeting."
We have already considered two of the stages of
dramatics in high schools—dramatics connected with
literature (dramatizing), and dramatic contests. The
other two to be considered are set forth by Dr. Henry
(12)
S. Curtis, "...assembly programs" and "public
plays for admission."
One of the most vital organizations in America
is that of the "National Theatre Conference, 119 West
57th Street, New York City.
10. ibid.
11. Dramatic Art, Its Value in the Socialized
Curriculum , Emerson Quarterly, March 1929, p. 221.
12. The Drama in Education , School and Society,
June 22, 1929, p. 793-7.
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Associate members of this organization are
Junior Colleges, High Schools, Clubs, Organizations,
or Individuals interested in its purpose. The org-
anization has recently published "The American
Theatre in School and Educational Life", by Edith
J* R. Isaacs.
Mrs. Isaacs discloses a rather serious problem In
high school dramatics. She says that where there is
good work there is usually a very good teacher, and
the prescence of poor work shows the bad results of
college training. "The quick increase of the latter,
(13)
with no coordination. Is a very serious matter."
Mrs. Isaacs is of the belief that most high school
drama teachers merely teach in hit or miss fashion,
not knowing what their aims are.
The fact that dramatics is an accepted factor in
education today is not enough. Mrs. Isaacs points out
that, "The task of clarifying the basis of dramatic
education, its theory and practice in American Univer-
sities, and American high schools is obviously one
that will take years of thought and study, by pro-
gressive educators before any fundamental changes can
13. The American Theatre in School and Educational
Life- -Ed ith J. R. Isaacs, p. 24.
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(14)
be Instituted," Here we have added proof that
educational dramatics Is still In the experimental
stage. If we are to Instil drama Into the high
school, we must have adequate equipment. No longer
will these schools be content with a mere platform
or lecture stage. This means a radical Improvement
of high school auditoriums from now on. In Mrs.
Isaac's report she gives the figures, "The buildings
or parts of buildings devoted to the purposes of
dramatic education are, In four-fifths of the cases
reported (and in 95% of the high schools) all wrong."
The author's exact wo2?d3 should be quoted In their
(16)
entirety, "Every evil of theatre building is multi-
plied many times In the high school theatres or high
school auditoriums Intended for theatre use. There Is
probably no branch of architecture so generally and
completely badly handled. The large sums of money
spent on high school theatres In certain states Is
almost entirely wasted because the school architects
attempt to solve all a high school's problems first,
and then fit a theatre Into the building, although
they should know by many unhappy experiences that a
14. Ibid, p, 26.
15. Ibid. p. 25.
16. Ibid. p. 63.
#t
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feature which requires such special relations of
height, length, proportion, lighting, etc., must
be adjusted In the first design. The money that
is squandered on bad school theatres would build
almost enough good ones to fill the country's needs."
Mrs. Isaacs said that wherever a high school is to
be built in California the architect should be re-
(17)
quired by law to keep his hands off the stage.
Clarence Stratton has compiled the following
list of equipment to be used in schools. The list
is part of the results of a questionnaire sent to
(18)
hundreds of drama coaches in high schools.
Curtain set to enclose stage, cyclorama, in-
terior set, exterior set, garden set, backdrop,
plaster dome, rolling front curtain, draped curtain,
large unit lighting system, small border lighting
system, dimmers, different colors—red, blue, amber,--
on separate circuits, white electric lights only,
bunch lights, flood lights, spot lights, baby spot
lights, sockets, plugs, footlights, adequate switch-
board, control of house lights from stage, platforms
in units, pylons, steps, property room, costume room.
17. ibid. p. 54.
18. Play Productions in High School3--Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, December 1924, p. 4l.
#i
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"With adequate stage space, scenery, lighting,
equipment, a director may choose from the realistic
(19)
modern or remotely picturesque."
Mr. John Merrill does not differ from other
educators in stating that vital to the development
of each child are imitation, impersonation, and
dramatic play. "They are indispensable factors
in his real education. .. .Dramatic play is one of
the child's modes of study." Mr. Merrill discusses
the elementary school and closes this description
with a statement that the dramatic work done in
secondary schools involves the same principles.
Dramatization and original play writing are continued,
but with the use of great classics rather than fairy
stories. "The wide use of the dramatic tendency in
the high school is no less imperative education than
it is in the elementary school, ... .The art of em-
bodying a great dramatic creation and of giving it
flesh and blood require a high degree of sensibility,
(20)
a keen intelligence, and a trained will."
In many high school organizations, Mr. V. D*Amico
(21)
avers, the play is selected or written by the literary
19. ibid. p. 42.
20. Dramatic
S
p a Mode of Study , John Merrill,
Creative Expression, John Day Co.
21. Theatre Art , Chapter XII, pages 159-165.
I
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department; coached by the dramatic and elocution
departments. The settings and posters are designed
and painted by the art department; the set Itself is
constructed by the manual arts department; and the
financing Is done by the business or commercial
department.
We shall see how very true this Is In our present
review of high school dramatic organizations of the
United States In the North West, West, Middle West,
South, and East,
NORTH WEST
As an example of work done In this part of the
country, let us consider the Roosevelt High School in
Seattle
.
Washington.
Miss Laura G-. Whitmlre conducts the school's drama
course by means of the Project Method. She takes "pro-
ject" to mean "A finished piece of work developed through
the efforts of one or more members of the group and covering
(22)
in its appreciation many phases of study and application,"
Their six major projects are the history of the theatre,
the three-act play, the one-act play, one choice left to
the student, play production, and poetry interpretation.
22 . A High School Course in Theatre Appreciation ,
The Drama, March 1928, p. 177.
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Each student decided for himself the amount of work
to be covered each week. The work Is under constant
supervision. The method of making drama notebooks
in this school Is quite unusual. Instead of assigning
special subjects, each Monday Miss Whltmlre distributes
to the class a mimeographed lecture of the history of
the theatre. On the following week Illustrations of
the Monday's lecture are handed in by the students.
When these are approved, the students put them in their
notebooks which, by the end of the year must be note-
worthy accomplishments.
Miss Whltmlre' s article is excellent for every
prospective drama teacher. Her students make puppets
and model for settings. Several plays are prepared at
the same time, in the same room, by different pupils
of the same class. These plays are produced against
grey curtains, with no scenery, ordinary school
clothes, and very few properties. The best are
chosen for class plays, P,T,A, meetings, and other
public performances.
The accomplishments of drama in this school are:
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1. Sense of responsibility and independence.
2. Knowledge of history of the theatre.
3. Technical abilities.
4. Actual training in play production.
The Gallatin County High School of Bogeman
,
Montana , has a dramatic club called "The Parrots".
There are only five hundred students in the whole
school, yet the dramatic club owns its stage, work-
shop, wardrobe, and a small model of the auditorium
stage. The club meetings are bi-monthly, at which
one-act plays are produced, student-coached and acted.
The stage crew constructs the sets and they call them-
selves "The Perch of the Parrots". The club has pro-
duced "She Stoops to Conquer", both modem and cos-
tumed, "The Goose Hangs High", "The Road to Yesterday",
"You and I", "Twelfth Night", and "The Prince Chap".
They won in Montana's first Little Theatre Tournament
with "The Valiant". In November of 192? they held
an intra mural tournament in which were entered nine
one-act plays given by different organizations of the
school. Tryouts Ere held for club membership and only
the Juniors and seniors can join. In April 1930, they
ri
I
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produced Zona Gale's "Miss Lulu Betts", The lower
classmen have formed a marionette club which they
call the "Parrakeets".
SOUTH WEST
One of the most interesting accounts from an
educational viewpoint Is that entitled "An Experiment
(23)
In Educational Use of Drama", Mr. Grandall upholds
the fact that the school stage Is more than a laboratory
for English, History, manners and morals. In November
1921 he organized the Los Angeles High School Players'
Association with these objectives of drama in schools:
1. To teach worthy use of leisure time.
2. To Inculcate high Ideals, worthy purposes, and true
standards of conduct.
3. To give definite training in citizenship, and an
apprenticeship in leadership.
4. To foster and develop, in the form of a preliminary
training only, the creative ability of youth for
the arts of the theatre.
A constitution was drqwn up and officers were chosen,
with a managing director, who was the faculty member of
the board. Every other week a play was presented,
usually one-act, but occasionally three-acts. These
plays were entirely under student direction. The student
23. Drama in the School , L. Grandall, in
The Drama, December 1925, p. 99.
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directors being choeen by the executive board. In this
club was a "Drama-Calendar Reporter" who gave a rather
extensive report at each meeting, of all the worth
while dramatic, musical, and motion picture productions
In the city. The total student enrollment was 1367,
each student paying membership fees of 25j^ a semester.
31 plays were given.
197 different students participated in plays.
Never less than twenty, sometimes as many as one hundred
showed up for tryouts.
315 different students actively participated in the
various activities, such as directing, playing, office-
holding, etc.
Mr. Grandall concludes the article by saying, "Thus
it is that drama in schools may be justified on purely
e<iucational grounds and may be made a most potent edu-
cational medium. ... .To train youths to know, to do, to
enjoy are the fundamental alms of present-day education."
MIDDLE WEST
At the Senn High School, Chicago. Illinois , the
juniors and seniors write and produce plays. There are
two groups, (a) The Players—History of Drama, Reading
c
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and producing plays; (b) The Workers—managers, scenery
designers, carpenters and electricians, costume and
property managers, business and advertising.
The Rock Island, Illinois
.
High School Dramatic
Club has issued a pamohlet giving all the data of the
(24)
club. They have produced "The Youngest" by Phillip
Barry
.
WEST
Do you remember the statement I quoted from his
(25)
survey? "California is easily the most active state
In proportion to population." Here are accounts of two
high schools in different cities in California, Santa
Monica, and Santa Barbara.
The Santa Barbara High School made ^^300 clear
(26)
profit on a production of "Disraeli". At this
school classes are held in Junior and Senior Dramatics.
In the Junior Dramatics class are studied voice, pan-
tomime, a Christmas play, and one-act plays. The one-
act plays are student-coached. The Seniors give a long
play, and the double-cast system is used invariably,
"The Youngest" by Barry, and "The Piper" by Josephine
24. News Notes of Theatres , The Drama, March 1928,
p. 181.
25. Drama's New Domain—The High School, Harper's
Magazine, November 1929, p. 774.
26. The Potentialities of a High School Play #
Gertrude Urton, Theatre Magazine, February 1929, p. 55.
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Preeton Peabody were both double -cast ed, each play-
being put on two nights.
At the Santa Monica High School In Santa Monica
.
California
, the Drama Department consists of three
(27)
courses. Dramatics, Fine Arts, and Stagecraft.
When the play has been chosen by the Dramatic Depart-
ment, the Fine Arts Department designs the sets, and
costumes. The miniature sets are given to the Stage-
craft department where the set for the stage Is made.
The miniature stage Is made an exact duplication of
the school stage. The lights used for the border
strips and footlights are Christmas tree bulbs, and
for the spotlight Is used a large flashlight.
SOUTH
It is an almost unbelievable fact that In a city
in the South a million dollar theatre was donated to
the high school and that in this theatre the number
of productions per year never exceeds three-one-act
(28)
plays! J I There seems to be a need to educate
"educators". The authorities here were not interested
in dramatics, so did not bother to engage a director,
but passed the work into the hands of over-worked
27 . Stage Craft as Taught in the High School ,
Helen M. Edle, School Arts Magazine, May 1924, p. 554.
28. Some Observations on Amateur Drama , N. E.
Reeld, Theatre Magazine, October 1927, p. 48.
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Engllsli Teachers. A person can think of very few
colleges nowadays that have no Interest In drama,
yet four of the largest Universities in the South
have no courses in drama. However, wherever school
authorities had awakened to the values of dramatics,
"(notably in North Carolina) ... .the drama work had
become a tremendous educational force."
In further discussing the high school theatres
of the south, Mr. Reeid describes a ^50,000 high
school in which the acoustics of the auditorium were
such that all the plays were produced at a down-
town theatre, at the added cost of ^1200. In the
eases where authorities did act intelligently and
did build good theatres, they failed to equip them;
and they even refused the director the privilege of
charging admission.
Mr. Reeid suggests having drama classes, charging
admission to all the plays, and using the proceeds for
stage equipment only. "Within two years under such
arrangement the educational value of drama will rise
to the level of any other subject, and the audience,
because of a bettered production, will double its
IJ
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attendance. •*
(29)
The Florida High School Theatre seats only
one hundred people. With the proceeds from the plays
the students have been able to equip the stage with
lights, curtains, furniture, draperies, and costumes.
They have also collected seventy-five volumes of books,
which were added to the school library. No big pro-
ductions are considered, as only one-act plays are
given. However, the course in drama includes two
years* instruction in stagecraft, history of drama,
and modern plays.
In the Asheville, North Carolina
.
High School,
dramatics "is one of a number of subjects on a so-
called *free* list from which three units are re-
quired for graduateion. . .The student is left to de-
cide Just what and how much he desires to do....
The important thing, of course, is that the student
is relieved of as much formal work as is possible,
and is given every opportunity to do, ., .whatever
(30)
creative work he is impelled to undertake."
By far the most important educational dramatic
movement in North Carolina is being done by Miss Ethel
29. Notable Productions by High Schools , Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925, p. 4l.
30. The Present Status of High School Drama , R. C.
Hunter, The Drama, October 1928, p. 16.
£
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Theodora Rockwell. No other state has followed the
wonderful example set by her unusual experimentation.
In July 1924 the Theatre Magazine announced that Miss
Rockwell's services were available to schools, com-
mittees, and clubs, with no charges excepting for her
travelling expenses. The aims as set down were, "To
encourage the writing and production of original plays
and pageants, to raise the standard of dramatic pro-
ductions throughout the State, and to promote the
Drama as a valuable and educational influence in
(31)
the community."
No doubt many people, even educators, smiled
wistfully at the announcement and nodded sadly,
thinking, "She won't last a week". Others were
more optimistic, and as a result. Miss Rockwell be-
came the most prominent worker in dramatics in North
Carolina
—
probably in the whole South. All you artists
and would-be dramatists read her article in the Theatre
Magazine, January 1927, page 42. If that is not avail-
(32)
able, read it in The Drama, February 1927, page 134.
"North Carolina is probably the first state to
experiment upon many different dramatic ideas in
31» Theatre Magazine , July 1924, p. 41.
32 . Harlequinadinpq in North Carolina .
'l
\
J
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promoting the play Interest of all the people, old
and young, throughout the state. Doubtlessly the
demand for this service grew out of the enthusiastic
Interest that had been aroused In the work In folk
play writing and producing of the Carolina Playmakers
in the University under the direction of Professor
(33)
Frederick H. Koch."
She first of all produced plays In a small
country town. Here she used grade children, high
school students, and "shy, earnest adulst who soon
forgot themselves" In the plays produced. These
people made up the casts for A, A, Milne's "Wurzel-
Flummery" and Zona Gale's "Neighbors".
At other places, using a forsaken warehouse
for a theatre, she has produced Lady Gregory's
"Spreading the News", Booth Tarklngton's "The
Trystlng Place", and others.
Miss Rockwell tells a significant Incident
which took place at a high school In North Carolina.
She visited the school at a time when the students
were rehearsing a play named "Mrs. Scrubbs of Shanty
33. Ibid.
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Town"!i The teacher had the mistaken Idea that other
type plays were "highbrow" and above the Intellectual
group of the town's Inhabitants. Miss Rockwell proved
that the contrary was true, and gave the teacher a new
light on drama with her productions of "VThy the Chimes
Rang", "Come Out of the Kitchen", Thomas, and "The
King's Breakfast", A. A. Milne (Burlesqued),
Special notice must be given to this most vital
statement made by Miss Rockwell, "By far the greatest
amount of time Is spent, and the most Important re-
sults are obtained In the high schools of the state..
...Never once has the necessity of discipline marred
our association. "The boys who help to build the f
scenery and props in the manual training rooms; and
students of the art departments, who decorate it;
and girls of the sewing department who make the cos-
tumes; and those who learn to manipulate and invent
flood lights, dimmers, gelatine screens, and prop-
erties are all regarded as important and are ap-
preciated as much as are the members of the cast."
"Such a glorious fortnight as we all do put in
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In order to see how wonderful a thing we can createl"
"There Is no more Ideal play for high schools than
Tarklngton's 'Seventeen', for it contains the happ^
mixture of three laughs and a tear."
"Nearly 100 high schools today have organized
dramatic clubs which belong to the Carolina Dramatic
Association,"
This experimenting of Miss Rockwell's was
"The noblest experiment of them all".
EAST
The East is well represented. Including New
York, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Massachusetts.
The New York Drama League and the New York
Public Library cooperated in an exhibition of
(34)
amateur stages from March 25 through April 1, 1922.
Talks and demonstrations of the following were given
by directors and amateurs; Producing Stage Effects,
Lighting, Costumes, Making Masks, Use of Marionnettes
and Dramatics, The Masque, Festival, Pageant, and Play.
Stories were told, A tableaux of "The Enchanted
Garden" was given by children, illustration the use
of costumes made of Dennlson paper.
34, An Exhibition of the Amateur Stage , Mabel
Williams, Playground, June 1922, p. 113-15.
1t
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There were dramatizations of "Hans Who Made
the Princess i^augh", "Aucassln and Nlcolette", and
"The Princess Who Hid Her Shoes".
High School Exhibitions were given by:
Barrlnger High School of Newark., 15 models.
Washington Irving High School.... costume plates.
New Rochelle High School wooden model of
Shakesperlan Stage, made by two Italian Boys.
"Perhaps the best equipped school for dramatics
Is the Scarborough School , located at Sc arborough .
New York » Mr. Frank A. Vanderllp, who founded the
school, has built Into the plant as well equipped
a theater as Is found In the large cities. . .Work
In dramatics, ... .has a large place In the school
(35)
curriculum.
"
Among the plays of recent production have been
Noye's "Sherwood", Jone's "The Manoeuvers of Time",
Tennyson's "The Princess", "Antigone", France's
"The Man Who Married a Dumb Wife", Plnero's "Play-
goers", Houghton's "The Dear Departed", G-raham's
"Marriages are Made In Heaven— and Elsewhere",
Many plays are given In French, notably dramatlza-
tlons made by students of the French classes.
35 . Amateur Theatre News from Coast to Coast .
The Drama, March 1927, p. 181.
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Donald M. Tower la so Justly proud of his course
In dramatics at the Blnffhamton Hlp;h School that he has
(36)
been willing to have an outline of his course printed.
First Year--
1, Classroom Study of a standard play.
2. Assigned topics on types of drama.
3. Assigned topics on history of English drama.
4, Assigned topics on development of the English
Stage.
5« Oral and written Reports on:
(a) Contemporary dramatists.
(b) Standard Plays.
(c) Famous Actors and Actresses.
(d) Famous producers.
(e) Criticisms of Drama from Dramatic Magazines.
6. Dramatic Expression.
(a) Public Speaking.
(b) Moods.
?• Problems of Producing.
8. Class attendance at plays, followed by criticisms.
9. Producing Plays.
36. The Blnghamton Course In Dramatics , Emerson
Quarterly, May 1930.
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10. Notebooks.
Second Year--
1. Study of Dramatists.
2. Backgrounds of modern period.
3. Plays by authors studied.
4. Productions of scenes from above plays.
5. Oral reports.
6. Notebooks.
Three cities In Ohio have done much with
dramatics In secondary schools; Dayton , Glnclnattl ,
and Cleveland
.
(37)
At the Stivers High School, Dayton. Ohio ,
Dramatic Art Is an elective subject. The Department
has an office, a prop cupboard, and a tiny room In which
to keep scenery. Usually, seventy-five students are In
the department, "Five years ago the stage was devoid
of any equipment or theatrical productions. Now, new
vaupe velour curtains, walls painted neutral gray,
and three sets of scenery have been acquired; and the
Board of Education has Installed a lighting system which
makes lovely effects possible. The art department of
37. Notable Productions by Hlp;h Schools—Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925, p. 68.
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ttie school works with the Dramatic Depart:aent In close
correlation,"
The Dramatic Club of Walnut Hills High School of
Clncinattl, Ohio, produced "The Comedy of Errors",
On the program was printed "While this production of
The Comedy of Errors is almost wholly the work of the
Dramatic Club and must be recognized as such, at the
same time it has been developed as much as possible
as a school project. The department of English has
familiarized every pupil in the school with the
plot and in the upper grades with the text as well.
The departments of G-reek, Latin, and history have
furnished accurate information in regard to costumes,
settings, and properties. The department of art has
designed settings and costumes, that of home-making
has executed the design of the costumes. The depart-
ment of Music makes its contribution in the orchestral
(38)
selections on tonight's program,"
In September, 1928, Miss Collins took over the
drama at the Thomas Jefferson Junior High School,
Cleveland
, Qhio, choosing plays suitable for children
(39)
betv/een 11-16 years of agej Therefore, programs
3 8 • Amateur Theatre News from Coast to Coast,
The Drama, April 1927, p. 210.
39. The Little Theatre in School . L, E, Collins,
Theatre Magazine, January 1929, p. 51.
t i.
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of one-act plays, with one three-act play were
chosen. She was very fortunate In being helped
by the art department, woodwork shop, and sewing
classes. When she first started, using the try-
out method, enthusiasm seemed to be lacking. She
put life Into the children by saying she would
organize in the school a sort of little theatre.
Miss Collins Is of the opinion that the
ideal high school play falls Into one of the fol-
lowing: an occasional play--l.e., commemoratlong
a holiday; a dramatization of an English classic;
(40)
the fantasy.
The one-act plays Miss Collins produces free
of charge because their purpose is educational!
However, we can see how she dares such a thing,
when we learn that her three-act play productions
are so successful that three paid performances are
given of each.
Miss Collins is very frank and outspoken when
she tells us what many producers dare not— . "It
Is an absolute fact that, with the exception of
Herman Quid's play "The Princess in the Sleeping
40 . A Student G-eneratlon of Little Theat re
Activities , Theatre Magazine, April 1929, p.
<
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Wood", there are few really worth while non-
royalty plays."
She goes on to state,
"Realism, as such, should have no place in
(41)
the Junior high school dramatic activity."
Modern-dress plays should not be ^Iven by junior
high school pupils, either, because one of the
prime purposes of the dramatic activity, poise
and self-forgetfulness, is seldom achieved when
the young child appears in his own clothes and
consequently in his own personality."
In a room 21 x 30 feet is the Little Theatre
of the Pont lac, Mlchip;an , Senior High School,
—
(42)
Follosing is the evolution of its dramatic course:
1. Glasses in lunch room.
2. Regular classroom, called "Little Auditorium".
3. Stage in classroom, 10 x 11 feet. Three sets grey
cotton flannel curtains, and borders hung on a
portable wire frame.
4. Heavy blue velvet curtains for windows.
5. Gold and blue first curtain and gold bordered
blue velvet proscenium.
6. Costume collect ion--over 100 made by the students.
41. ibid., p. 50.
42. High School Notes , The Drama, January 1928,
p. 118.
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The Arsenal Teciinlcal High School, Indiana-
polls, Ohio , gave two performances of "Seven Keys
to Baldpate". As there are classes in adver-
tising, composed of 200 pupils, extensive adver-
tising was possible. It is the only school that
has attempted such an elaborate advertising
experiment,
1. Bulletins around school.
2. Coach and cast wore large keys on scarlet ribbons.
3. Cuttings of the play given at assemblies.
4. A hidden key contest. Each of the seven finders
won a free ticket.
5. In lunchrooms on all salads were toothpicks sup-
porting scarlet keys.
6. Art posters in school.
7. Parts broadcasted.
8. Eight-page mimeographs of "Stories of Plot and Cast"
9. Post-Cards sent to 1,000 alumni.
10. On one of the school balconies was a beaver board
cut-out, 37 X 72 in., representing Baldpate Inn.
The moon, stars, and windows were illuminated
electrically as lights flashed on and off.
11. Special issues of the school paper.
12. Drawings of large keys on blackboards with large
question marks under them.
43. Advertising a High School Play , The Drama,
March 1928, p. 180.
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The B. M. C. Durfee High School, Fall River,
Massachusetts, under the direction of Miss Barbara
Wellington, the Dramatic Club has drawn up a very
effective and workable Constitution. At first,
only the members of the drama classes were admitted
as members of the club. In 1928, however, the need
for more boys was felt, so It was voted to let
boys Into the club by try-outs. In the following
years. Juniors and seniors, boys and girls, have
been allowed to try-out for membership.
A novel experlemtn, planned only a day ahead
of the performance, was a great success at the
faculty play at Durfee In 1927. Miss Wellington,
cast as the lead In "Dulcy" developed an annoying
ease of laryngitis, and was able only to squeak the
night of the performance. One of her students read
the lines off stage while "Dulcy" pantomimed, even
moving her lips with each word. It really was very
successful, deceiving most of the members of the
audience.
In December 1928 at Chicago was held the l4th
annual convention of the National Association of
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Teachers of Speech. In one of the surveys of the
"present status of secondary school dramatics",
(44)
the following conclusions were reached:
1. 46^ of the school systems In the United
States with a population above 30,000 have drama-
tics as an extra-curriculum activity In their schools.
2. 47.8^ of the school systems of population
over 30,000 offer dramatics as a credit course.
3. 36.3^ of the school systems represented In
the survey count dramatics as an English credit.
4. 63.5^ of the school systems represented In
the survey count dramatics as a speedh credit.
"Then, from the study of the status of high school
dramatics It has been learned that high schools are
giving dramatics more recognition by making it a credit
course locally in the schools; that there is much di-
versity in the subject matter now being taught in
high school dramatics, and also in the methods em-
ployed; that there is a great need for a few standard
courses in high school dramatics."
School boards, principals, and superintendents
are coming to realize that dramatics is a powerful
44. Drama in the Secondary Schools , The Drama,
Edwin H. Paget, January 1930, p. 113.
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force In development of pleasing and effective
habits of voice, action, position, facial expres-
sion, and freedom from annoying mannerisms or
embarrassing Inhibitions caused by emotional
tensions
.
The difference between the old and the new
methods of dramatics can best be shown now by fol-
lowing this discussion with an account of a course
(45)
given sixteen years ago.
In the University of Chicago, away back In
1917, an elective course In drama *as offered for
all students desiring credit In high school Eng-
lish. "The drama. It was believed, offered a unique
opportunity for presenting a well-organized body of
literary material which would at one and the same
time serve as a 'mirror of social thought, ethical
standards, and the better class of popular reactions
to life; and give room for a vital Introduction of
poetry and of the classical, romantic, and realistic
points of view. ' It was reorganized, 1920-21, with
the following objectives: (1) the leading of pupils
into appreciation and enjoyment of the best in lit-
45 . The Drama Course in the University Hish School
Ernest F. Hanes, School Review, December 1921, p. 746-57
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erature and (2) the cultivation of skill In oral
and written expression of their own rapidly develop-
ing personalities." These aims are excellent as
far as they go. But do they even hint at gaining
knowledge In drama as drama, or at presenting
excellent productions? No, indeed. For in 1921
to encourage drama openly in the school for its own
sake would be a very wrong procedure. The professor
assigned numerous plays to be read, classified, and
reported on. At times the professor would read parts
of long plays, and at other times "entire periods and
portions of others nre givn over to silent reading."
Occasionally, however, the professor awakened to the
fact that drama is meant to be seen and heard , so he
assigned oral readings, and plays to be produced--
giving two days' noticel
"The pupils read extensively from the plays of
Ibsen, Charles Rann Kennedy, G-eorge Bernarxi Shaw,
Israel Zangwill, G-alsworthy, Middleton, and others
who have built their own plays upon some thesis of
economic or social philosophy." So we see that the
professors were "spoofing" the students into believing
I
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they were learning drama, whereas, they were being
inveigled into discussions of social and economic
problems, styles of writing, etc. Then the classes
studied lives of playwrights, placing emphasis on
"chief interests, habitual attitudes of mind (J),
and characteristics of craftsmanship."
Remember these are sixteen year old students who
are doing this learning. The author refutes the stand
of the plays being too sophisticated, detrimental to
high school students, by the statement, "Nothing of an
objectionable nature is found in the plays which is
not thrown before the public eye constantly in daily
newspapers and cinema thrillers. The modem problems
of society, whether in the field of economics, socio-
logy, religion, or sex, are far more sanely, delicately
and honestly treated by an artist like Ibsen or Gals-
worthy than by the sensational newspaper or cinema
film," When we read statements like the above, we can
well marvel at the speedy development of worthwhile
courses in drama, suited to the ages and mental cap-
acities of the students. The only phase of this course
which redeems the professor in my estimation is the work
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In stagecraft. Students were allowed to use creative
ability In building a few sets and In experimenting
with lights, and towards the end of the year, original
play-writing was encouraged.
From this survey, it would appear that the East,
especially ^hio; and the South, especially North Caro-
lina, lead in experimentation concerning organizations
of merit in educational dramatics.
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CHAPTER VIII SECONDARY SCHOOL PRODUCTIONS
"Every man Is an aotor....You are an actor, I am
an actor. What we do Is our play; we make It up as we
go on living each day. Our little sorrows, Joys, and
tears furnish the pathos of the play. Our friends
and relatives are the major and minor characters of
this drama. Our home, our school, our place of busi-
ness, are the scenery of the play, each new scene
making a new set. Some of us are conscious of the
play we are creating, many are not; jiet, conscious
(1)
or not, the play goes on."
Once, back in 1790, there occurred In Kentucky
a happening that was unheard of up until that time.
At the first graduation exercises of the Transylvania
(2)
Seminary, a student performance was offerred. And
this at a time when amateur dramatics was frowned onl
(3)
Miss Elnora Curtis' Book, edited in 191A, tells
of experimenting with marionnettes and puppets as a
method of teaching. At the B. M. C. Durfee High School,
in Fall River, Massachusetts, a little work is done with
1. Theatre Art , Victor E. D'Amico, p. 21.
2. The Value of High School Dramatics, Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine.
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puppets. At a bridge party this year for the library
fund, three students of the DrsLinatlc Club presented
a puppet play. The puppets and "theatre" were made
by Miss Barbara Wellington, director of the club.
Miss Alice Spauldlng's article concerning second-
ary school dramatics, shows evidence of experimenting in
w
drama away back In 1913. "Following these obser-
vations have succeeded five years of experimenting in
a formulation in the course of history and technique
of the drama, which would meet the needs of high school
pupils." She follows this statement up with a very
detailed outline, and systeralzed courses.
The experiment tried by Alice M. Kenlger in 1916
and 1917 was novel in its day and was so successful
that today in England, as well as in American, there is
a department of dramatics which bears the name of
(5)
"Children's Theatre". Miss Heniger, instead of having
plays for children, acted by children, she had children's
plays produced with professional casts. The programs
Included only one-act plays. The children in the
audience used to indicate the plays they liked best,
by writing the names on cards distributed by Miss
4. The Study of Drama in the High School , Edu-
cational Drama League of America, 1913.
5. The Kingdom of the Child , Alice iiinnie Herts
Heniger, E. P. Dutton Co., New York., 1918.
e€
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Henlger. She said that they always chose the best.
In 1922 a young fourteen year old girl, Valeria
(6)
Petri, directed three plays in Clostex, New Jersey.
She produced ar^ played the leading role in "Sleeping
Beauty", "The Slave With the Two Faces", and a
revival of "The Linder Box".
Clare Tree Major is a name long to be remembered
for her work in educational dramatics. At the Heck-
sher Foundation, i'iew York, Mrs. Major and The Threshold
Players worked out a Children's Theatre Experiment,
(7)
"of unusual interest and significance." Mrs. Major's
aim was to cooperate with high schools by producing
only plays on the required high school reading list.
When "Twelfth Night" was presented, 677 students came
all the way from Long Island to see it. This movement
is sponsored by the English Teachers' Association, and
it was organized to enable high school students to see
worthwhile plays outside school time at little cost.
The plan was to produce nine plays through the school
year, each running a month. The committee for choosing
the plays was composed of an English teacher from each
borough and Mr. Knickerbocker, the President of the
English Teachers' Association. "So far as the teachers
6. The Amateur's Green Room , N, E. Kehoe,
Theatre Magazine, December 1922.
7. A Children's Theatre "ffith a New Angle , Theatre
Magazine, March 1924, p. 41.
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are concerned it is Infinitely easier for their students
to study a play after the characters have been seen
as living, thinking, feeling people, after the action
has been followed In its relation to those people through
a performance, than for them to study the same play from
the dry unlllumlned text."
In 1922 the students of a high school in Mln-
(8)
neapolls studied drama, both Shakespeare and modern.
The students took up Shakespeare in class, first getting
a historical background. Then they arranged a play so
that it could be produced within 45 minutes. The play
was rehearsed in the corridors and basement during school
hours. Here group work was done. Three plays were given
a year by the dramatic club. They rehearsed Saturdays,
Sundays, holidays, and evenings. Only 25 members were
allowed to join the club. "Original work is encouraged
in every way." The scenery and setting were done by
the students, and the costumes were designed and made
by the students under supervision. Following are the
plays then produced:
"Back of the Yards"—Kenneth Sawyer Goodman.
"A Fan and Two Candlesticks"—Richard Harding Davis.
8. The North High School, Mlneapolis ; Laura A.
Henry; The Drama, November 1922, p. 64.
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"Peace Manoevers"—Mary McMillan.
"Maker of Dreams"—Downs,
"Six Who Drank While the Lentils Boil"—Stuart Walker.
"Sir David Wears a Crown"—Stuart Walker.
"Nevertheless"— Stuart Walker.
"Dancing Dolls^ —Hecht and G-oodman.
"Romancers" Act I—Rostand.
(9)
The high school at Berkely has a remarkable record
for number of plays and escellence of choice. Its choices
are arranged into two groups— a list of modern plays and
a list of Shakesperian dramas. "Every Spring, near to the
date of Shakespeare's birthday, one of his plays is given."
1. Modem Plays
"Secret Service"
"Captain Jinks of the Korse Marines"
"Adam and Eva"
"Come Out of the Kitchen'.'
"In Mizzoura"
"Esmeralda"
"New Lives for Old"
"Quality Street"
9. Notable Productions by High Schools , Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925.
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"The Flower Shop"
"Teeth of the Gift Horse"
2. Shakesperlan Dramas
"The Winter's Tale"
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
"As You Like It"
"Twelfth Night"
"Romeo and Juliet"
"Hamlet"
"The Merchant of Venice"
"The Tempest"
"King Lear"
"Julius Caesar"
"Macbeth"
No one class works on the plays; they are the pro-
ducts of the school. The Dramatic Interpretation Class
of the English Department casts and directs the play.
The Costume Design Class of the Art Department
designs the costumes.
The Sewing Classes of the Domestic Art Department
makes the costumes.
c
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The Stage Craft Class of the Art Department designs
the scenery and properties.
I The i^echanlcal Arts Department builds the sets.
The Science Department works the lights.
The Manual Training High School, Brooklyn, besides
its annual production, presents at least one play each
(10)
j
year under the auspices of the English Department.
This play, like the plays of the forementloned school,
( is a school production.
Physics Squad— lighting and setting.
Domestic Science Department— sews drapes and the
simpler costumes.
Art Department (and individuals)—Properties.
Each year this play is written by Mr. Herbert Bates,
head of the English Department. One play has been in
celebration of the Pilgrim Tercentenary, one has stressed
correct speech for Better English Week, and another has
satirized false pride in ancestry. Each play is given
at each of four assembly periods. Students are relieved
by understudies. Current plays are given in order to make
money. The net proceeds amount to $1,000. The dramatic
club's plays have been "The Fortune Hunter", "The Tailor-
10. op. cit.
c
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Made Man", "Come Out of the Kitchen", and "Happy-Go-
Lucky".
(11)
The students at New Orleans high school manage
very well, considering that they produce their plays on
a platform using only footlights and bunch lights at the
sides. A cyclorama Is their background, relieved at
times by scenic effects constructed by the Drawing
Department. The plays produced at this simplest of
all theatres have been "Quality Street", "A Thousand
Years Ago", "Little Women", "Daddy Long Legs", "Three
Pills In a Bottle", "Twelfth Night", "Milestones",
"Rose o' Plymouth Town"/ "Sherwood", "The Charm School".
Mrs. Edith J. R. Isaacs bemoans the directors who
say that there are not sufficient plays suitable for
study In secondary schools, and that there should be
plays written solely for use In schools. "Imagine any
teacher of poetry or of music saying a comparable thing.
What are needed for high schools are college and normal
school Instructors who know (and can teach) which of the
materials in all branches of the arts of the theatre
can serve a practical educational, aesthetic, or social
purpoae for students of high school age, by what method
they can be co-ordinated with a high scthool program, and
11. op, clt.
c
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to what lengths they may wisely and effectively be
(12)
^ ^ carried."
1 •^ How different from this American view of "too
few plays" Is the observation made by Mr. Harley
(13)
Granvllle-Barker In England. "The striking thing
about the present revival of Interest In drama— as
apart from interest in the professional theatre--is
the liking of plays for their own sake and therefore,
more often than not, the liking of good plays...Here
is a genuine and creative Interest in a highly organic
art."
Mr. Horace Fleming, in the same book, made this
(14)
significant announcement, "The acting of plays is in
itself of value as a form of education, but it is of great-
er value when the student reaches the stage of looking at
lif through the windows of a great mind, which he does
if the play be a good one. A still higher level is
reached v/hen the individuals are creatively interpreting
their own parts, and possibly the highest of all when
the student attempts to express in authorship the thoughts
that are in him."
It is a fact that "Drama is regarded as an essential
>! # ^
12 . The American Theatre in School and Educational
i Life .
1
i
13. The Drama in Adult Education
.
London, 1927, p. 3.
i 14. ibid. The Drama and Educational Institutions ;
p. 76, par. 175.
C
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(15)
and valuable part of cultural education in England."
The Q-reek play Is popular both in America and In
England. It is studied for enjoyment, culture, and
educational values.
The Ward-Belmont School for Girls produced "Electra"
by Sophocles. They produced It at Nashville, Tennessee,
at the only llfe-alze reproduction of the Parthenon,
(16)
Centennial Park, Nashville. Several thousand people
attended the pierformance. The pictures printed In the
Theatre Magazine of April 1927 show the accurateness
of detail In costume and grouping.
The Franklin High School, Los Angeles, produced
(17)
"Trojan Women" - -Euripides . The scenic effects were
worked out by the pupils of art and design, and the sets
were constructed by the stagecraft classes.
Schools In England which teach G-reek produce Greek
(18)
plays each year. These reasons* are given for the pop-
ularity of Greek plays in England, and apply as well to
America.
Mr. Sherwood Smith— "austerity and beautiful con-
vention of the chorus".
Mr. Godwin King— "strong, direct, emotional quality."
15. Ibid., p. 78, par. 184.
16. Theatre Magazine, April 1927, p. 45.
17. The Drama
.
May-June, 1923, p. 298.
18. Drama as an Instrument of Education , "The Drama
in Adulst Education, " p. 151-2, par. 354.
cfc
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Miss Wastell— "beauty and sadness."
As Is becoming more and more true here In America,
drama Is a required course In all secondary sdhools In
(19)
London. The study concerns drama, speecli, and de-
portment. The same children do not play the leads In
all the plays, but are required to take some minor parts.
Miss Mackay tells us that the boys In the Technical
School of Stratford-on-Avon won laurels through their
exceptional performance of "The Knight of the Burning
Pestle".
The Bingham Repertory Theatre, England, has pro-
duced the following plays which are of Interest to high
school students:
"She Stoops to Conquer**
"Midsummer Night's Dream"
"Everyman**
"The Good-Natured Man"
"Abraham Lincoln" (John Drlnkwater)
"The Chester Mysteries"
"The Interlude of Youth"
"The Shepherdess"
"The Chimney Sweep" (an opera by Scarlatti and Lucas)
19. The Theatre Magazine , "Children* s Plays In
England"
,
by Constance d 'Arcy Mackay, August 1927, p. 43.
rL
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In the Christmas season, the following were pro-
duced: -
"Peter Pan" "Treasure Island"
"The Windmill Man" "The Blue Bird"
"Where the Rainbow Ends" "Alf s Button"
"The Rose and the Ring" Dickens' "Christmas Carol"
Pantomimes--all fairy tales.
"The Pilgrim of Love" "by Washington Irving has
been dramatized into "The King of the Castle", and is
for students of high school age.
(20)
Mr. Reeid states that students are unable to play
in a classic before having been limbered up by playing in
a farce. If he were to direct an amateur group it would
be as follows;
"A farce, to limber up the player.
A comedy, to humanize him.
A drama to show him the truth.
A tragedy to deepen his emotions.
A classic to refine and dignify his art,"
He adds, "Not to produce a play in an original manner is
to lose the thrill of creative work."
The lists which follow show the splended choice of
20. Some Observations on Amateilr Drama , Theatre
Magazine, October 1927, p. 49.
f
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plays In our secondary schools. The New Orleans High
School Dramatic Coach finds that costume plays are best
for female casts, and that costumes and settings are
(21)
more important than scenery. Mr. Meadowcroft, Head
of the Drama Department in a public high school of
Frankford, Pennsylvania, "believes that costume and
(22)
romantic plays are the most successful." In agree-
ment with these two opinions was the "Alice in Wonder-
land" production by the County Union High School, Bakers-
(23)
field, California. The oldest editions of the story
were secured in order to fashion the costumes from the
Teneil illustrations. The seven sets and the fifty cos-
tumes were designed by one class and made in the stage
shop class. Soft French Blue curtains were used as a
background through the entire play. Surely such a pro-
duction was more than entertaining; it must have been
instructive in a fascinating way.
Miss G-race Hollock seems to second my last state-
(24)
ment, because she says, "The working out of details
of costume, properties, and stage setting will send the
child to the libraries and museums more often than a
whole yearns course in history, geography, or science.
21. Notable Productions by High Schfaols , Clarence
Stratton, Theatre Magazine, January 1925, p. 68,
22. ibid.
23. Theatre Magazine, October 1926.
24. Dramatizing Child Health , p. 77 & 78.
c
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Working out the historical background for a play will
be an education in itself."
In Mr. Smalley's discussion of a Twelfth Night pro-
(25)
ductlon he says that light reflectors and colored
gelatines or tissue papers for coloring the lights are
a good investment. If these are too expensive he advises
the use of automobile spotlights
—
provided the use and
wiring are in control of the physica instructor.
(26)
In another article Mr. Smalley tells us that
the lighting equipment at the Manual Arts High School
of St. Paul is "home-made, and cost less than one
professional spotlight used. The baby spotlight was
designed by one of the students."
Miss Esther Willard Bates once taught in a high
school where she made it profitable to produce two one-
act plays immediately after the close of school in the
afternoon. Admission was 10^ and the box office receipts
usually amounted to ^40 - ^60. Thus, the idea that ex-
perimenting means expense is exploded.
The Los Angeles High School produces four big shows
(27)
a year. Along with this is a little theatre movement
right in the school. There are 900 members who pay dues
25. A Screen Setting for Twelfth Night , Ralph E.
Smalley, Theatre Magazine, February 1925.
26. Amateur Stagecraft Borderig^ on the Professional ,
Ralph E. Smalley, The Theatre Magazine, March 1925.
27. Community Theatres , The Drama, April 1923; p. 257.
ti
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Every other Thursday they offer programs of plays which
have been chosen, cast, and directed by themselves.
The dramatic club of the Jefferson Junior High School,
Cleveland, Ohio, Inaugurated its first drama season last
year with plays suitable for children of junior high
school age, that is, 11-16 years, which obviously
(28)
made the one-act play advisable. As soon as one play
was presented, rehearsals for the next were begun, and
at least one play a month was their schedule. Because of
the size of the school auditorium, each play is presented
three times. The following are plays they produced:
"An All Souls' Eve"—Hallowe'en.
"Holiday Plays"—Virginia Olcott—Thanksgiving.
"Little Pilgrim's Progress "--Constance D'Arcy Mackay.
"Who Will Be the Dinner? "—Virginia Olcott.
"Why the Chimes Rang"—Elizabeth McFadden.
Dramatization of "Evangeline".
Dramatization of "The Perfect Tribute".
"Three Pills in a Bottle"--Rachel Lymen Field.
"The Birthday of the Infanta"—Stuart Walker.
"Jeptha*s Daughter"—Elva Ehrlich Levinger.
"What Men Live By"—Tolstoi.
28, The Amateur's Green Room, February 1928, p. 51.
II
(
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"The Violin Maker of Cremona".
"The Bellman of Mons".
The next few pages will be devoted to lists of plays
produced at high schools within the past ten years.
THE DRAFiA. April 1923, p. 258. Eastern Park High
School, Buffalo , produced:
"Six Who Pass While the Lentils Boil'*--Stuart Walker.
"The Scheming Lieutenant"- -Sheridan.
THE DRAM
.
August-September, 1923, p. 357. West
High School, Cleveland , produced:
"The Piper"—Josephine Preston Peabody.
THEATRE MAGAZINE , October 1924, p. 41. "Romeo and
Juliet" produced at South High School, Minneapolis.
THEATRE MAGAZINE, December 1924, p. 74. This is a
list of plays which were presented by two high schools:
"Comus" "Fanny and the Servant Problem"
"Zaragneta" "Le Bourgeois G-entihomme"
"Doctor in Spite of Himself" "Antigone"
"The Princess" "Ulysses"
"Far-Away Princess" "Rose of the Wind"
"Midsummer Night's Dream" "Love's Labor Lost"
"Comedy of Errors" "Taming of the Shrew"
(
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"Twelfth Night**
"Merchant of Venice"
"G-reen Stockings"
"Barbara Frietchle"
" Inspect© r-G-eneral
"
"Eager Heart"
"Nathan Hale"
"Foresters"
"The Rivals"
"Sherwood"
"Strife"
"Cricket on the Hearth"
"Pan In the Shepherd's Ho
"As You Like It"
"Arraignment of Paris"
"The Chinese Lantern"
"Trelawney of the Wells"
"Alcestis"
"She Stoops to Conquer"
"Lend Me Five Shillings"
"Silas Marner"
"Good-Natured Man"
"School for Scandal"
"Arms and the Man"
"Master Skylark"
"
"Land of Heart's Desire"
High Schools of another c
"A Box of Monkeys"
"Believe Me, Xantippe"
Five of Shakespeare's Plays
"Counsel Retained"
"Doctor in Spite of Hiijself"
"Hyachlnth Halvey"
"Just as Well"
ity produced:
"A Maker of Dreams"
"The Sign of the Cleft Heart"
"Clarence"
"Daddy Long-Legs"
"Green Stockings"
"Ici On Parle Francais"
"King Rene's Daughter"
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"Llma Bean"
"Mary, Queen of Scots"
"Neighbors"
"Penrod"
"Pygmalion"
"Sam Average"
"She Stoops to Conquer"
"Suppressed Desires"
"Cricket on the Hearth"
"The Importance of Being
Earnest"
"The New Lady Bantock"
"The Rivals"
"The Romantic Age"
"The Wonder Hat"
"Two Crooks and a Lady"
"Why the Chimes Rang"
"Mr. Pim Passes By"
"Daddy Long-Legs"
"Green Stockings"
"Joint Owners in Spain"
"Pierre Patelin"
"Quality Street"
"Seventeen"
"Spreading the News"
"The Birds ' Christmas Carol"
"The Florist Shop"
"The Man Who Married a Dumb
Wife"
"The Romancers"
"The Turtle Dove"
"The Workhouse Ward"
"Three Pills in a Bottle"
"Wurzel Flummery"
"You never can Tell"
"Nevertheless"
THEATRE MGA2INE
,
January 1925, p. 40. "Le
Bourgeois Gentihomme" was produced by the Hathaway
Brown School, Cleveland. They used drapes and a large
tapestry at back center.
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THEATRE MAGAZINE
.
January 1925, "At Parker High
School, Chicago, the significant plays include:
'Twelfth Night', 'The Merchant Gentleman', 'The Aristo-
crat', by Louis N. Parker, 'Daddy Long-Legs', by Jean
Webster, 'Nathan Hale', by Clyde Fitch, 'Clarence', by
Booth Tarkington, 'The Rivals', 'She Stoops to Conquer',
and 'The Amazons', by A. W. Pinero,"
1925, Durfee High School, Fall River, Massachusetts.
February 19-20— "The New Lady Bantock", Jerome K. Jerome.
May 29 Three original one-act plays were pre-
sented, one from each of three drama
classes:
"A Masked Man" --Alfred Muller.
"Dancing Dolls"— Dolores Roche.
"Mine Friend "--Alice Finchaml'
Scale of Judging Used :
Composition (plot and dialogue) 50
Acting (ability and effort) 25
Finish (attempt to put ideas over)-- 15
Setting (scenery, costumes)---"——- 10
Total 100
October 20— "The Far Away Princess"
November 24—Scenes from "Twelfth Night" for assembly.
c
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November 18— "Counsel Retained"--Constance D'Arcy Hackay.
"Ashes of Rose3"--Constance D'Arcy Mackay.
A Broadcast of "Why the Chimes Rang".
December 22~-An Evenlnp; of Modern Play3--"Nevertheless"
"The Conflict", "The Wonder Hat".
February Three One-Act Plays—
"A Game of Chess"—Kenneth Goodwin.
"The Turtle Dove"
"A Night at an Inn"—Lord Dunsany.
Dramatized "The Tenor" from H. C, Burmer's story.
EDUCATIONAL REVIEW , June 1926, p. 1.
"Miss Mary Courtenan of the Lundblom High School
brought into Chicago's celebration of Girls' Week a
dramatic episode so simple, so beautiful, so spiritual,
that it makes iui ordinary high school show look like
tinsel..." Each girls' club in the city gave a per-
formance, and each v/as outshadowed by "The Holy Grail".
TEE_DRAMA, January 1927, p. 113, ("Amateur Theatre
News from Coast to Coast").
The Student Theatre Guild of the Troy High School
of Troy, New York , was founded May 1926. During July
and August they produced eighteen one-act plays six
weekly bills of three plays each. Almost 100 students
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were engaged in the activities of the group, under the
direction of Mr. William J. L'Neill. The plays, given
at the high school auditorium, were financed by seventy
patron members and by door receipts.
B. M. C. Durfee High School, Fall River. Mass. , 1926.
February 2 "Where but in America?"
February l8--"The Romantic Age"—A. A. Milne.
March 9 "Stringed Beans", A Puppet Show.
May 11 "Prince of Court Palnters"--C . D*Arcy Mackay.
"Rosalind"--J . M. Barrle.
October 28 "The Human Word", a dramatization,
D ecember An Evening of Three One-Act Plays "
"Two Crooks and a Lady"—Eugene Pillot.
"A Medeclne Show"—Stuart Walker.
"The Fifteenth Candle"- -Rachel Lyman Field.
THE DRAMA , January 1927, p. 114 ("Gleaned from the
News")
The Dramatic Club of the high school at Bloomlngton ,
Illinois , exited the audience watching Nicholson and Read'
"The Three Graces", when "two waffle irons were in full
blast, and genuine hot-cakes were fed to the cast. Re-
ports have it that lateness and delinquencies at rehear-
sals were occurrences unknown."
I
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B. M. ^, Durfee High School, Fall River, Mass
. , 1927.
January 20 "The Winning of Nellie", read in class.
Janizary 27--Novelty Night . "Two Slatterns and a King",
Edna St. Vincent Millay.
March 9 —"Shoes That Danced"
May 7- "The Bank Account"
May 19 "Sire de Maletrolt's Door", Robert Louis
Stevenson.
June 16 "Joint Owners in Spain"
September 21^Stepmother", Arnold Bennett.
December IR-Thr^pe One-Act Plays
"The Bishop's Candlesticks"
"Columbine"--Reginald Arkel.
"Spreading the News"- -Lady Gregory.
June 7 "Creatures of Impulse"--W. S. Gilbert.
"The Little Lame Princess"
"The Triumph of Truth", an interpretative drama,
"On the Beach of Waikiki", pantomime, Barbara
Wellington.
"The Birthday of the Infanta", Oscar Wilde.
This same year Durfee High School had a Shakesperian
Festival. Newspapers said, "First, the existence of a
dramatic organization at the high school is in keeping
with the spread of the "'Little Theatre' movement throughout
I I #
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the country, which is responsible for the presentation
of good plays, and discovery of new ones, and the train
ing of dramatic talent."
"The most reoiarkable thing about the performance
last evening was the whole-hearted manner in which the
students played their parts. Obviously they loved it
and performed without a trace of stiffiness which ord-
inarily stultifies dramatics In keeping with the
custom of Shakespeare's day, scenery was left largely
to the imagination, although for the presentation of
"The Shrew", an attractive scenic backdrop had been
prepared..../, more successful experiment in dramatics
can hardly be Imagined. Last evening's performance
warrants more and more the attention to dramatics in
the schools, and the mature performance achieved by the
young amateurs makes it imperative that their talent
should be encouraged."
THE DRAL:A, October 1928.
San D iego High School, California , "Gods of the
Mountains", Dunsany. This was produced during National
Drama Week, February 12-18, 1928.
THEATRE MGAZINE , March 1929.
The Amateur's Green Room
Ic
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Exodus was presented in March, 1928 in Binghamton,
New York, for the first time in America, There are
five episodes: 1, Joseph before Pharaoh.
2. Ark of Bulrushes by the Nile,
3. Moses, the Egyptian.
4. The Passover.
5. The Prophecy.
Not only did Dr. Budge of the British Museum supply
much valuable dafia, but Mrs. Z. B. Phelps of Binghamton
lent the school Jewels and spears which she owned, which
had been taken from one of the tombs of the Pharaohs.
(29)
THE DRAM, March 1928, p. 179.
At the Walnut Hills Classical High School, Cleveland,
Ohio , an annual production of Shakespeare is given. The
high school covers a six year course, so that the students
see six Shakespeare plays produced during their stay at
the schooll
"Audiences that ordinarily shun Shakespeare will
attend a high school production on account of some per-
sonal interest in the actors, or purely through curiosity.
This more or less artificial kind of stimulus will de-
velop into genuine interest if the play is given well,
and an audience thereby is created. Perhaps there is
29. Six Years of Shakespeare, Frieda A. Lotze.
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also an elevation in taste... The following which we have
given can undoubtedly be entrusted to amateurs of high
school age: As You Ll^e It, A Midsummer Klght's Dream,
The Tempest, Twelfth Night, The Comedy of Errors, and
Much Ado About Nothing."
This annual production Is sponsored by the Dramatic
Club, and Is produced by the whole student body.
English Classes— study of play.
Greek and Latin Classes—Setting, furnishings and
costumes.
History Class— research work.
Art Department—Models and sketches of sets and cos-
tumes. Drops and properties.
Household Arts Department—Making of Costumes.
New Bedford High School, 1928.
Evenlnpc of one-act plays :
"The Stepmother"—Arnold Eennett.
"A Very Naked Eoy"—Stuart Walker.
"Thursday Evening"
"My Lady's Lace"
B. M. C. Durfee High School, Fall River, Mass. , 1928.
February— "Pygmalion and Galatea", W. S. Gilbert.
1
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"The Id Lady Shows Her Medals"
"Suppressed Desires", Eugene O'Neill.
December 18 "The Violin Maker of Cremona", Francois Copp
"Jazz and Minuet", Ruth Glorloff
.
"The Prize Pigeon", Laurence Housman.
"A Pair of Lunatics"
The scenery was designed, built, and painted by
the students.
(30)
THEATRE MAGAZINE
,
April 1929, p. 49.
Produced at the Thomas Jefferson Junior High School,
C leveland, Ohio.
September 1926-June 1927
October— "On All Souls' Eve", Virginia Olcott.
November-^A Little Pilgrim's Progress", C. D. Mackay.
"Who Will Be The Dinner?" Virginia Olcott.
December- "Why the Chimes Rang", Elizabeth McFadden.
January— "Evangeline", Olive Price.
February'- -"The Perfect Tribute".
March "Three Pills In a Bottle", R. L. Field.
May "Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs", J. B. White.
September 1927 -June 1928
October--"The Birthday of the Infanta", Stuart Walker
30. A Student Generation of Little Theatre Activity ,
Lillian Foster Collins.
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October—-"The Princess Who Hid Her Shoes", H. Wright.
November— "The Courtship of Miles Standish"—Original.
December— "What Men Live By", Virginia Church.
January "Nevertheless", Stuart Walker.
March "The Nightingale and the Rose"—original.
May "Six Who Pass While the Lentils Boil", Stuart Walker.
"Sir David Wears a Crown", Stuart Walker.
June "The Stolen Prince", Dan Totheroh.
September 1928-June 1929
October "Theories and Thumbs", Rachel Lyman Field.
December— "Kings in Nomania", Percival Wilde.
January "The Stolen Prince", Dan Totheroh.
March "The Princess in the Sleeping Wood", H. Ould.
May "The Great Bell of Peking", original.
"The Magic Fishbone", original.
THE DRAM. March 1929, p. 179.
Denfield High School, Duluth. Minnesota.
"All At Sea", Gilbert and Sullivan.
THE DRAMA
.
April 1929, p. 214.
San Jose High School, California.
"The Witching Hour", A. E. Thomas.
"The Thirteenth Chair", Bayard Veiller.
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"Pillars of Society", Henrick Ibsen.
"The Romancers", Edmund Rostand.
"The Valiant", Hall and Mlddlemass.
"Good Medicine".
(31)
THE DRAMA
.
April 1929, p. 210.
"During an 18 week's term an average class of 30
"boys and girls present seven plays of Shakespeare in drama-
tic performances!" While the class is studying a play,
such as "King Lear", they cut it to last about an hour
and present it with costumes and make-up, with lines
learned, during a class period. They produced "Macbeth",
"Twelfth Night", "The Taming of the Shrew", "Midsummer
Night's Dream", "As You Like It", "King Lear", and "Romeo
and Juliet", "The results of the combination of work
and play in the classroom study of Shakespeare seem to be this:
1. The pupil admires Shakesperian Plays because he under-
stands them.
2. His critical taste in theatrical has been changed.
3. He has acquired a sense of costume, period, and stage-
craft.
4. The world he lives in has become richer through ex-
perience."
B. M. C. Durfee High School, Fall River, Mass. , 1929.
April 19 "The Torch Bearers", George Kelly.
31. Bill. The Mighty , by Wanda Orton.
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December 13 "The Real Gloria", Glenn Hughes.
December 24 "Bill the Sheik", a dramatization.
"The Eldest", Edna Ferber.
THE DRAI/IA
,
April 1930, p. 211.
Logan High School, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
"Ichabod Crane", Stanley Avery (comic opera).
"Meet the Wife", Lynn Starling.
"She Stoops to Conquer", by Goldsmith.
"Dulcy", Kaufman and Connelly.
THE DRAMA
.
May 1930, p. 243.
Duluth Denfleld High School, Duluth, Minnesota.
The Thespians "Cabbages", "Station YYYY", "The Florist
Shop", "Exchange", "Spark Plugs".
Junior Class "The Charm School".
Senior Class "The Rivals".
Alumni Players "Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary."
Boys' Club "Stop, Thief."
B. M. C. Durfee High School, Fall River. Mass. . 1930.
February 6,7, — "The Tryst ing Place", Booth Tarklngton.
June 23 "Sun-Up", Lula Vollmer.
New Bedford Senior High Scho ol , 193 1
.
May 8 "Do You Believe in Luck?"
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"The Managers", Joseph C. Lincoln.
"Printer's Ink", Irene Simmons.
B, M. G. Durfee High School, Fall River, Mass.
.
1931-32.
May 1, 1931 "The Beggar on Horseback".
Original pantomimes, monologues, and plays were pre-
sented at club meetings along with "The Silver Lining",
"Cinderella Married"
,
"The Littlest Rebel", "Two's Company",
A program of one-act plays:
"On the Lot", F. Ryerson, & C. C. Clements.
"The Loan of a Lover".
"Dreamy Kid", Eugene O'Neill.
"Pyramus and Thisbee".
Novelty Nite , all original except "A Night At an Inn".
"The Show-Off", George Kelly.
Scenes from "The Merchant of Venice".
"Land of Heart's Desire", W. B. Yeats.
Beginning with about March, 1932, through the summer up
to the present time, the Durfee Dramatic Club has been given
a weekly half«hour over the local broadcasting station. The
teacher in charge appointed two post graduates to take over
the broadcasts. These boys choose the play, cast it, and
rehearse it. The responsibility is all theirs, and they
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have been unusually successful. Their choice of play,
hov/ever, usually is a tragedy.
Last year, acting as assistant to Miss Wellington
I was able to be plunged right into actual work with the
students, who I found are never satisfied with but a few
productions. As soon as one piay is finished there is a
general demand for more. Suggestions are numerous, and co-
operation A-1. What is true, however, is that the majority
of high school students are eager to follow whither they are
led, and but few are willing to take the initiative. Many
need a few "pats on the back" to get them going. The satis-
faction comes in seeing them not want to stop when once
they get started.
Each year the school presents a Gilbert-Sullivan
operetta, produced Jointly by the school orchestra and
music courses with the dramatic club. In 1932 the selection
was "pirates of Penzance". This gave the dramatic club a
good opportunity to purchase a beautiful sky-blue backdrop.
To give the appearance of the sea and sky we sewed dark blue
Dennison's crepe paper along the bottom of the sky. The
effect was not only beautiful, but realistic. After the big
Fall River fire in 1928 the broadcasting station managed to
c
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save the heavy brown hangings enclosing the broadcasting
room Itself. These were given to the Durfee Dramatic Club
and were stored away for future use. A sudden Inspiration
made us unearth the hangings and use them to cover boxes
and the like, and with the aid of a few tacks, we had
several rocks rivalled only by real ones.
This year's Gllbert-Sulllvan production was "H.M.S,
Pinafore", which is proving to be the biggest p3?oductlon
of the year.
THEATRE MAaAZINE , March 1929, p. 54.
These Easter plays have been suggested by Mr. Kehoe
for high schools. "The Upper Room", "The Boy \Sho Discovered
Easter", "Resurrection", "The Alabaster Box", "The Wise and
Foolish Virgins", and a pageant, "The Resurrection of Our
Lord."
Miss Helen G. Hicks, not only suggests some of the very
best plays, but also gives qualifying statements concerning
(32)
each.
"Pomander Walk", Louis N. Parker- -"A Charming play of old
England."
"The Rivals" , Sheridan.
"She Stoops to Conquer", G-oldsmlth.
3 2 . Dramatics, an Invaluable Aid to the Study of
English . Bakers Drama-Gram, Vol VI, No, 2.
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"Spreadlng the News", Lady Gregory— "Quaint country fair of
Old Ireland; equally quaint gossiping souls."
"The Rising of the Moon", Lady Gregory— "Colorful atmospheric
picture of turbulent political Ireland, and at the
same time shows the big generous heart of the real
Irishman.
"
"The Riders to the Sea", John M. Synge. --"Depicts most vividly
the fisher folk of the Irish coast. Characters move
In an atmosphere of uncanny tenseness."
"Beauty and the Jacobin", Booth Tarklngton-- "Remarkable comedy
of the French Revolution."
"Gods of the Mountain", Loixi Dunsany— "Beauty and poetry of
expression."
Lest we assume we are the only country presenting worth
while dramatic programs. It Is well that we take a glance at ,
the plays produced by members of the school In Winchester,
(33)
England, starting with 1921.
April, 1921 "The Death of Tlntagiles, Maurice Maeterlinck
"Agamemnon", translated by members of the
faculty.
February 23, 1932— "The Antigone".
October, 1932 "The Chester", "l\Ioe Hys Floode", and a Corn-
ish Mumming Play.
October 12, 1922 "Frogs", given In Greek by the class which
was studying it.
May, 1923 "Le Voyage de M. Perrichon", scenery built
by the boys.
33. Th£ School Drama in England , T. H. Vail Motter,
Appendix IIl7 p. 258.
r ' i
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Presented by Eton Boy
a
March 17, 19, 1921— "Dandy Dick", Pinero.
July 14, 15, 16, 1921— -"The Winter's Tale", Shakespeare.
"Arms and the Man", Shaw.
Presented by St. John's Collep^e
Oxford
1921- "Mostellaria", Plautus.
"St. Patrick's Day", Sheridan.
1922 "Les Fourberles de Scatln", Mollere.
"High Life Below Stairs", James Townley.
1923 "Wasps", Aristophanes.
"The Taming of the Shrew", Shakespeare.
1924 "Le Commlssaire est Bon Enfant", Courtellne et Levy.
"Rosencrantz and Gulldenstern", Glbert.
1925 "Arcanlans", Aristophanes
.
1 "Henry IV", Shakespeare.
We have done enough at present with actual productions,
so we do not have to take any one's else word for It that
the plays vary. Would you like to glance over the list of
(34)
the comedies most produced by high school dramatic clubs?
The Goose Hangs High, The Patsy, The Charm School,
Seventeen, Captain Applejack, The Youngest, Clarence, Merton
of the Movies, The BlueBlrd, The Admirable Grlchton, You
Drama's New Domain, "the High School , Kenneth
MacG-owan, Harper's Magazine, November 1929, p. 774-9
•
\c
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Never Can Tell. Kenneth MacGowan also tells us that
"Spreading the News" and "Hlders to the Sea" seem to be
as popular as any In the dramatic courses. The long
plays stages as class v/ork usually are, he says, The
Importance of Being Earnest, The Rivals, Sun-Up, The
Doll's House.
Play Production In Hlp;h Schools . The Theatre Magazine,
December 1924, p. 41. Mr. Stratton suggests the following
plays for high schools:
One-act
"Across the Border", Dix.
"The Blind", Maeterlinck.
"Carrier Pigeon", Philpotte.
"Daimio's Head", Stevens.
"Everybody's Husband", Cannaan.
"Helena's Husband", Moeller.
"Hourglass", Yates.
"He", O'Neill.
"On the Shelf", Morley.
"Pawns", Wilde.
"Rider of Dreams", Torrence.
"Three Pills in a Bottle", Field.
Q
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"Seventeen", Booth Tarklngton.
"The Qods of the Mountains", Lord Dunsany.
"Sherwood", Alfred Noyea.
"The Blue Bird", Maeterlinck.
"Man Who Married a Dumb Wife", France.
"Beauty and the Jacobin", Tarklngton.
"Birthday of the Infanta", Walker.
"Kathleen nl Houlihan", Yates.
"G-lltterlng Gate", Dunsany.
"Granny Maumee", Torrence.
"Holbein at Blackfrlars" , Stevens.
"Little Stone House", Calderon.
"Maid of France", Brlghouse.
"My Lady Dreams", Plllot.
"Old Lady Shows Her Medals'*, Barrle.
"Pierrot of the Minute", Dowson.
"Polly of Pogue's Run", Bates.
"Roadhouse In Arden", Moeller.
Three-Act Plays
"The Thirteenth Chair".
"Strife',', Galsworthy.
r
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"Mr. Plm Passes By", A. A. Milne.
"Arms and the Man", G-. B. Shaw,
"Pygmalion", G-. B. Shaw.
"The Admirable Crlchton", Sir James M. Barrle.
"Penrod", Booth Tarklngton.
Alexander Dean, In the Hlp;h School Dramatic Club ,
suggests:
I
A. Modern Comedy—Mystery Play—Old Farce in
Costume--Story Play.
B. Modern Comedy— Classical Play--One-Act Plays
—
Story Play.
C. Modern Farce—Christmas Play—Serious Play, like
a folk drama- -Modern Comedy.
D. Story Play—Double Bill (two long one-act plays)
—
Spectacular Production (pageant play, considerable costume
and scenery and large number of players)—Modern Farce
—
Comedy
.
E. Revival of old-fashioned melodrama- -Serious
Play with a strong idea—Fantasy—Modern Classic (Barrle,
Shaw, Milne, Barry, Sherwood).
rfT
Q
I
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Non-Royalty Productions:
"The Silent System"—Comedy— 25$^
"The Singapore Spider"—Drama--75>^
"The Apothecary"—Fantasy--75$^
"The Wedding Present"— Comedy.
II
Comedy of Nations Program
"Red Sunset"—French--royalty ^10.00—50j^
"A Marriage Proposal"—Russian—no royalty—35^^
"Box and Cox"—English—no royalty— 25$zJ
"Far Away Princess"--German— no royalty--75^
III
All Women Productions
"Blood Will Tell"—Comedy—35
"Stars and Groceries"—Fantasy—30^
"Elizabeth's Holiday"—30^
"Better Trains"—Drama- -35jz^
IV
All Women Productions
( Inexperienced Players )
"Mrs. Oakley's Telephone"—no royalty--30j^
c
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"Our Aunt from California"- -30jzJ
"The Rag Carpet Bee"—30^
"The Acid Test"— 35jz^
V
Non-Royalty Productions
"The Lie That Jack Built"—30j^
"Is Romance Dead"—Fantasy --75^
"Violin Maker of Cremona"—Drama--25$zJ
"Teeth of the Gift Horse"--Comedy—30j^
"Toast and Tea"—Comedy—30j^
"Man of the Moment"—Fantasy—75}^
VI
Six Short Scenes
"Merchant of Venice"—Trial Scene, Casket Scene.
"Hamlet"—G-ravedlgger Scene, Players' Scene.
"Romeo and Juliet"—Act II, Scene 2, Balcony.
"Taming of the Shrew"—Act Iv, Scenes 1, 3, and 5»
Professor Everett Getchell of the Boston University
School of Education presented his American Literature class
in the one-act play, "Walt", by Christopher Morley, on
rc
I
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April 27, 1933. In spite of the fact that high school
students do not read as raUcli of Walt Whitman as do col-
lege students, the play is admirably adapted for a high
school performance. Not only does the play give an In-
sight Into the life of the poet, Into his old age and
home life, but It gives splendid opportunity for research.
The time Is 1888; the place, America. At the School of
Education, the play was produced entirely by students,
and I am proud to say that I was chosen by Professor G-et-
chell to coach It. Because we had to set the school stage
for a three-act play to be given that very night, the
"Walt" production had to be given In a large classroom.
We enclosed the down right section of the room as a makeup
room, and called It "offstage". No curtains at all were
used, so it was necessary that the stage be set up long
before the play. All the window-shutters were closed,
and the lights were put on—the performance was at two
o'clock in the afternoon I .'—Probably the most difficult of
all the tasks, and certainly the one requiring much hasty
experimenting was that of makeups. The room was not as
dark as we had hoped for, so much care was taken not to
overdo them. In Just half an hour five beard makeups
and two other were done. Of course it was a little hard
rr
1
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to make all of them different, but the patient students
sat uncomplaining while crepe hair was being "fitted"
to their faces. There was nothing done with regards to
this play that could not be done with high school students.
The cast is not large, and the action is not difficult.
There Is opportunity for excellent acting on the part of
Walt, now an old man, his left leg and arm paralyzed,
CXir cast for the play was:
Walt Nathan Bell
Mrs. Davis -Mrs. Shapleigh
Dr. Osier ——— -—Seymour Maskell
Horace Traubel --—-—-James Donna
Logan Pearsail Smith —Keith Qulmby
Richard Harding Davis -G-ladys Shannon
Oyster Man — ---Louise Borden
Taking a backward glance over the roads travelled
In this last chapter, we become conscious of names, names,
names I What are we to conclude from them all? It would be
impossible to pretend to say, "The best—or the wo rat
—
plays are produced in a certain part of the United States."
It would be Just as impossible to point out over-productions
of comedies alone or of tragedies alone. Then what was
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tbis chapter ever written for?
It was written to show that the same plays are being
produced all over the United States. Not only this, but
the majority of dramatic clubs tend to produce plays of
definite worth. In addition, high schools are constantly
working with the ever-increasing urge to Improve.
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CHAPTER IX CONCLUSION
Retrospect
About fifteen years ago the solid bulwarks of
Education easily repulsed a threatened Invasion by a
new force called Secondary School Dramatics. That
It was repulsed Is not surprising, as It was but an
anaemic organization at the time. But what is sur-
prising Is that it returned to the attack again and
again, using different methods and newer Instruments,
gaining strength with each defeat, until it finally
made a breach.
The campaign was as bitterly fought as any in the
world's history. On one side was arrayed a stolid and
fixed educational system, officered by heard working and
sincere, but unimaginative superintendents with school
boards as their headquarters staffs. With them, educa-
tion was a serious business which had neither room nor
use for fripperies. To them, education meant a solid
grounding in literature, in languages, and in mathematics.
Yet even now, when we look back upon those days with in-
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tellectual shudders, who can say they were wrong?
The only criticism we can make Is that they were too
stem and unbending, even to the extent that they could
not recognize a new aid for the singular reason that it
was new. All in all, this was a formidable adversary,
one fiar too powerful to be assaulted with Impunity by
any novelty.
To the outposts of this mighty organiaation came
a weakling, Secondary School Dramatics, aaklng for ad-
mission. A not too distant relative of the professional
theatre, Secondary School Dramatics was considered first
with amazement at its audacity, then with scorn and it
was unceremoniously ushered outside the pale. The gauge
was cast and accepted; the campaign was on.
After several futile assaults. Dramatics resorted
to camouflage. It paraded around as a carrier of enobl-
ing moral and maxims. It debased Itself to make child-
ren wash their necks and ears. It humiliated itself to
cater to the crude humour of rural districts. It smothered
its pride to pose as a money raiser. Acrid and bitter were
the subterfuges it assumed, yet they succeeded in their
purpose. Proud and haughty Education was lax the day it
cL
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permitted Dramatics under these guises to make a breach
In Its armament. The camouflage had worked I
Once inside the pale. Dramatics was much too clever
to reveal its identity at once. This would only result
in another undignified ejectment. Consequently, it re-
tained the camouflage while it worked to increase its
forces in strength and nuraher. Not until about 1924
did it feel strong enough to dare to throw off its role
of deceit. Immediately consternation reigned as educat-
ors hastened to attack or protect it. Many of them had
been sorry that Dramatics had not been admitted when first
it begged that privilege, and now they rallied to its sup-
port. Others were still adamant and launched assault
after assault upon it. But due to its steady under-
cover development. Dramatics had established several
powerful sectors which withstood the avalanche. It
suffered, certainly, and gave ground in some instances;
yet it held Its lines unbroken. What were these well-
organized sectors which enabled Dramatics to retain its
long fought-for position? We would do well to consider
them briefly.
ct
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Introduction of Dramatlca
The introduction of drama Into many schools was
In the form of the Senior Class Play. At that time
teachers looked to drama as a form of speech improve-
ment or as a means of teaching health. Finally, drama
has come to mean more to schools in the past five or
six years than ever before. It is now accepted for
Its own sake and not as a camouflage for some other
subject. Miss Winifred Ward authorizes my statement
(1)
in this quotation, which has already been given in
Chapter li, page 25,
"Only by keeping dramatic study in its true place
as an art—an art correlated with the study of litera-
ture— can it fulfill the high purpose for shich it was
meant ... .Such dramatic study is likely to be widely
used in the future because of the gradual change in
emphasis which is coming about in education."
No more will dramatics have as its sole aim the
creation of "perfect, beautiful, ^iplendid, and powerful
English", although the playwright, Langdon Mitchell,
(2)
maintains that is the aim of educational dramatics.
1. The Next Act in Children's Dramatics , Winifred
Ward, The Drama, February, 1928, p. 147.
2. The Sducatlonal Value of Dramatlca , Emerson
Quarterly, November 1930.
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In 1922 Mr. ^. B. Jaslow emphatically declared
that it was the duty of schools to produce plays of
quality in order to make the drama a force for social
(3)
good. We find in this survey that although the im-
provement in choice of plays has been gradual, the
(4)
change is nevertheless apparent. Oliver Hinsdell
expresses the same thought, "We are getting away from
the silly drivel we used to have for our high school
senior plays, and we are being permitted, by certain
broad-minded school heads, to produce plays that have
an occasional 'damn' in them." Miss G-ertrude Urton
is also of the same belief, pointing out that enter-
tainment is no longer the only aim of dramatics, and
(5)
"new and better aims are developing."
In view of these facts, the steady increase in
numbers of dramatic clubs is to be taken for granted.
Now that school boards, superintendents, and other
educators encourage dramatics, we find an unceasing
growth in organizations of this sort throughout the
whole United States. England is aware of this unfor-
(6)
seen advancement, because as T, H. Vail Motter said.
3. The Junior High School and the Drama
.
Education,
April 1922, p. 473-«l.
4 . Selecting a Play for Li ttle Theatre Audience s
,
Oliver Hinsdell, Theatre i^agazine, November 1928, p. 51.
5 . Potentialities of a High School Play , Theatre
Magazine, February 1929, p. 55.
6. The School Drama in England, Longmans G-reen
& Co., London.
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"In flchools and colleges throughout the English-speak-
ing world the educational value of dramatics Is receiving
Increasingly widespread recognition."
In this survey, taken as a whole, we have seen
various phases of high school dramatics. Each one is
an experiment in itself, and each has advanced accord-
ding to the amount of significant experimentation put
into its subordinate divisions.
Creative Dramatics
Creative Dramatics had made an early appeal to the
imaginative student. To dramatize a story, to plan out
and build the scenery, and finally to produce the play re-
vealed limitless possibilities which formed a strong at-
traction for him.
It appears that sedondary school teachers are fol-
lowing the excellent example set by the elementary school
teachers in the use of dramatization. As far as creative
dramatics in concerned, playwrltlng ranks second to drama-
tization in importance and popularity in high schools.
Marlonnettes and puppets are not used as much as might
be desired, but where they are used they a re an excellent
I
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means of teaching.
Here, Secondary School Dramatics has secured a
sector which has grown stronger with time, and which
Is now so firmly entrenched that there can be no fear
for its safety.
Stagecraft
Stagecraft made a similar appeal to the imagination,
but to the student trained in manual arts, rather than to
the student of literature. There is much educational
value in Stagecraft alone because of the necessity for
thorough research and for technical abilities. Many
of the larger schools now give credit in special courses
given over to stagecraft. Where there are such classes
the work centers about the construction of miniature
stages and settings. The Horace Llann School for Boys
in New York is the leader in this particular. The Car-
touche experiment described in the chapter on Stagecraft
has done more to promote inter-department appreciation
and harmony in the high school than any other single
factor in the history of education.
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Pap^eantry
Pageantry Is a form of dramatics peculiarly con-
ducive to research In every field of education. Strangely
enough, pageantry is usually developed as a community,
rather than as a school affair. We may discover a hint
of a change In trend In the fact that the Central High
School of Cleveland takes great pride In their annual
production of a pageant as their only Commencement
exercise.
Tournaments
The Tournament movement, constantly growing In
number and In popularity In the United States and In
England Is an outgrowth of the Little Theatre Tourna-
ment started by Walter Hartwlg In 1923. It seems odd
that mostly tragedies are presented at these high school
play tournaments. Nevertheless, the very Impetus of the
movement Is bound to carry It to districts yet In the
Dark Ages as far as high school drama is concerned.
1
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Secondary School Productions
The careless selection of plays presented by the
early dramatic groups In the high schools resulted In a
retardation of the normal development of educational
dramatic organizations. Moreover, It has only been
within the past three or four years that a notable
advancement has been made In the planning of high school
stages and auditoriums. On page one hundred ten I have
quoted Mr. Kenneth MacGowan, one of our leading experts,
"Probably a third of the twenty-two thousand high schools
of America are studying and applying production methods
to a rather decent grade of play. These seven thousand
schools have definite courses with an average of fifty
students to a course....A fev/ large cities, such as New
York and Chicago, are doing their best to neglect them
(high school dramatics ),.,., but California is easily the
most active state in proportion to population." It has
already been pointed out that the east, especially Ohio;
and the South, especially North Carolina, lead in exper-
imentation concerning organizations of merit in education-
al dramatics.
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Inatructors
Now suppose we take a glance at the officers who
directed and who are still directing the fight for
dramatics in the high school. In the early days of
dramatics, the officers were few and requirements for
a commission were not high. As a result many were en-
rolled in the movement who innocently caused more harm
than good by catering outright to the demand for "low-
brow" humour, forgetting that this was only a camou-
flage. Naturally, and quite rightly, the superintend-
ents and school boards who otherwise would have been
favorable to the drama, turned their heads away in dis-
gust .
To combat this effect, trained officers were urgently
needed to direct operations; the time for the non-prof-
fessional was over. Several colleges commenced to turn out
trained drama instructors to meet the need. Almost at
once the beneficial results were seen. Instructors no
longer carried on individual campaigns to attain dif-
ferent objectives. Instead, guided by their technical
training, they set out to put drama in its proper place
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as drama. As It had already gained some foothold
in the educational field, the new instructors were
saved the need of Introducing it as a brand new
Instrument, But they had before them work fully as
difficult as the initial introduction. It was up to
them to make the transformation from camouflage to the
real article.
They were not self-deceived as many of their pre-
decessors were into thinking the camouflage was the drama
They were to put drama as drama in its rightful place as
developer of imagination and as a purveyor of entertain-
ment for entertainment's sake.
In any field of education, to experiment one should
have special training. Unfortunately, we have seen that
many of the educators who favor and encourage dramatics
do not seem to realize this fact. Charles M. Schwab,
professional theatre promoter, upholds the principle of
(7)
technically trained teachers. "My admiration for the
people who are devoting their lives to significant in-
terpretation of the drama is such that I believe they
take their place with the teaching profession as im-
portant factors in our community life*.. The drama offers
more than entertainment. No school could teach so
7 . Institutional is the Drama as an Educator ,
Theatre Magazine, April 1928, p. 15.
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effectlvely many of the lessons that the stage drives
home through the appeal of eye and ear."
(8)
With the same Idea in mind Mr. R. G. Hunter wrote,
"There is no escape from the conclusion that the great
and fundamental need of the high schooldrama today is
the trained director, who is not only technically equip-
ped for the effective production of plays, but who has,
in addition, thd cultural background of understanding
of the drama and the theatre and some positive and con-
structive idea of their proper relationship to the pro-
cesses of education,"
Secondary School Drama in England
In England, educational dramatics is supported by
such authorities as Sir Harry Jackson of the Birmingham
Repertory Theatre, Miss Constance Smedley, and a com-
mittee composed of the most important persons in the
dramatic and English Literature divisions of education.
To these people, whom we take to be representative of
England in this matter, dramatics is not only of value,
but is "one of the most important factors" in education.
:
8 , The Present Statute of High School Drama ,
The Drama, October 1928, p. 16.
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Conaclously or unconsciously, Americana are wont to
look on England's educational processes with reverence
and awe. Therefore, we Americans should have an added
bond of friendship for England through the present de-
velopment of an interest in dramatics in both countries.
This survey shows England to be as active as
America, although in a more reservei§ manner. In England,
all drama is educational. The English would not even
consider many of the poor plays produced here in America,
for in education they value only things of refinement
and good taste. Undoubtedly the reason for this is that
in England students are taught to like plays for their
own sakes, rather than as a means of mere entertainment
or money-making; thereby inculcating in the students
a genuine appreciation of good plays.
In England, dramatics is undertaken by students
in grade schools, secondary schools, preparatory schools,
and universities; and in all schools maintaining courses
in dramatics the courses are regarded as essentials .
Dramatization is one of the chief modes of dramatic
expression, especially in the grammar schools. Next in
rank comes the Greek play. In the Greek play more than
c
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In any otber form of drama, the student gains an
aesthetic appreciation along with factual education.
The Birmingham Repertory Theatre's priceless
contribution to the students in England has been in
the form of expert productions of plays suitable
for high schools.
Outlook
Thus we have seen the subterfuges being torn
aside, and the high school drama is standing forth
bright in its adolescence. Yet, the need for trained
Instructors to direct its development is still great.
But while the need is great, the demand has lagged
behind. Drama has made the breach but the campaign
is still on. Trained officers are unifying their
efforts in the struggle which will continue until the
last fortification of Puritanical Education crumbles
under the seige. Then, and not until then, will Drama
in the high school attain its deserved place in the
sun of education.
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